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The Maldives Department of Immigration and Emigration (DoIE) sought external assistance to conduct 
a review of its migration management and border control capacity. With assistance from the govern-
ments of Australia and the United Kingdom, the International Organization for Migration conducted a 
review in March 2012.

The review team was impressed with the operations of DoIE. E�ective leadership from a strong group of 
senior managers, combined with a committed and engaged group of junior o�cers has created a 
productive and e�ective department.

The review team also identi�ed areas that would bene�t from additional attention. Many of these 
suggestions for improvement were voiced in contributions of senior and junior o�cers involved in the 
consultation process – a �tting re�ection on the quality of the sta� in the department.

Some key issues for further consideration:

A draft of this report was provided to DoIE in April 2012 and the content was discussed at a 
workshop with the Controller and senior immigration o�cers in late May. Feedback from DoIE 
has been incorporated into this �nal report.

The Immigration Act of 2007 is brief and lacks coverage of many issues. A thorough review and  revision 
is indicated. Sta� directions, providing binding advice to sta� on the implementation of the law and 
regulations need to be developed and implemented.

While management is strong at a technical level, there needs to be a greater focus on planning, and  
on the setting of standards, and monitoring of performance.

Management attention needs to be directed at planning and implementing an e�ective training program 
in order to address a recent reduction in training e�ort.

Many issues are raised by the presence of large numbers of expatriate workers in the country, not all of 
them within the scope of DoIE’s responsibilities. The transfer of work permit functions to DoIE provides an 
opportunity to review arrangements and develop e�ective policies and procedures in this complex area. 
While operational matters clearly lie within the responsibility of DoIE, there are broader policy issues that 
need to be considered in the context of the development of a general statement of migration policy with 
the involvement of a wide range of stakeholders in government and the community.

The estimated 50,000 expatriate workers who remain in the country without a current visa need to given 
priority attention to either regularise their status or to arrange travel out of the country.

The watchlist in use at the border needs to signi�cantly broadened in order assist o�cers identify travellers 
of concern. Data sources such as Interpol need to be incorporated.

With an increasingly sophisticated IT environment, DoIE is increasingly vulnerable to unexpected disrup-
tion. Suitable, o�-site, disaster recover facilities need to be developed.

IT support by internal o�cers has necessary limitations. Consideration needs to be given to external 
sources such as IT service providers or support from IT system vendors.

APIS  Advanced Passenger Information System

APP  Advanced Passenger Processing

BMS  Border Management System

CSCA  Country Signing Certi�cation Authority

DCS  Departure Control System

DoIE  Maldives Department of Immigration and Emigration

ETA  Electronic Travel Authority

GDP  Gross Domestic Product

IBM  Integrated Border Management

ICAO  International Civil Aviation Organisation

IOM  International Organization for Migration

IT  Information Technology

MNDF  Maldives National Defence Force

MOU  Memorandum of Understanding

QA  Quality Assurance

SAARC  South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation

SLTD  Interpol database of Stolen and Lost Travel Documents

UN  United Nations
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 Chapter summary

 Country environment (economic development, geography, migration and border  
    management, irregular migration, transnational crime)

 

Environment and Assessment Background
Chapter 1

The Republic of Maldives is made up of a double chain of twenty-six atolls forming a vast maritime 
zone. More than 99% of the national territory is water.

International tourism and �shing are the two most signi�cant contributors to the economy. The 
emigration rate is low and remittances are not signi�cant. Labour shortages have led to a large 
pool of expatriate workers forming possibly 50% of the work force.

The major immigration and border control priorities relate to e�ectively managing the high 
volume visitor tra�c generated by tourism, and to improve immigration controls over the expatri-
ate labour force.

The Maldives is an island nation made up of a double chain of atolls in the Indian Ocean south 
west of the southern tip of India. The population of 330,000 occupies around 200 of the more 1190 
islands in the chain. Total land area is 298 square kilometres and more than 99% of the national 
territory is made up of water.

Figure 1 Maldives resort scene

International tourism and �shing are the two largest contributors to the economy. Economic growth has 
been around 6% per annum for much of the last decade. Per capita GDP in 2010 was estimated at $4,770.

A shortage of labour has led to a large expatriate workforce of some 100,000 on current visas and an 
estimated 50,000 whose visas have expired. A signi�cant portion of this expatriate group has been in the 
Maldives for an extended period with no prospect of gaining inde�nite residence or citizenship. The 
international tourism sector brings large numbers of foreign arrivals to the country each year with more 
than1 million arrivals expected in 2012. The country operates a universal visa-free travel regime with a 
fee-free visitor visa available on arrival.

Migration and border management activities operate at a very pleasing level. Investment in IT 
facilities has given the country high quality ICAO compliant epassports and an e�ective Border 
Management System, which is about to be replaced by an updated and enhanced system. The 
current watchlist fails to include data which is available from Interpol and could also be improved 
with access to data from regional and friendly nations.

The very large maritime zone of the country and the limited coastguard facilities generate concerns 
about intrusions into the national territory. Identi�ed intrusions have primarily been related to illegal 
�shing. The government sees the issue of policing the maritime border as a priority.

Around 40 suspected Somali pirates have drifted into national waters as distressed seamen in seven 
disabled ski�s over the past three years. The suspected pirates are being detained while arrangements 
for removal are considered.

The country operates a universal visa-free travel regime which attracts attention from some travellers of 
concern. Their objective is not to remain in the Maldives, but to use travel through the Maldives to disguise 
point of origin and travel intentions. In the vast majority of cases, the intended destination is Europe.

Translational crime and people smuggling do not seem to be signi�cant issues in the country. However 
there are concerns that some expatriate workers may be vulnerable to exploitation and the country has 
been placed on the Tier 2 Watch List category in the 2011 report of the US State Department’s Tra�ck-
ing in Persons Report.

 Country immigration and border control priorities

The Department of Immigration and Emigration (DoIE) report two major priority areas in migration 
and border control:

To balance the objective of fast and e�cient processing of high-volume tourist arrivals without compro-
mising the safety and security of the country. Some measures under consideration to meet this objective 
include improvements to the watchlist, implementation of APP or an electronic visa system, and biometric 
capture at the border.

To improve immigration controls over the arrival and stay of the large numbers of expatriate workers in 
the country. Since this review began, the Government decided to centralise processing of work permits 
and work visas in the DoIE, providing an important opportunity to rationalise processes and improve the 
integrity of the outcome. Measures being considered include some form of o�shore visa process, or other 
o�-shore screening prior to travel. While operational matters clearly lie within the responsibility of DoIE, 
there are broader policy issues that need to be considered in the context of the development of a general 
statement of migration policy with the involvement of a wide range of stakeholders in government and 
the community.

 International/regional migration priorities

The rate of emigration from the Maldives is low and remittances do not make a signi�cant contribution to the 
economy.

The country has a large migrant worker population, making up around 50% of the total workforce. Many of 
these migrant workers come from Bangladesh, and issues surrounding migrant workers form a signi�cant 
part of the bi-lateral relationship with Bangladesh.

In support of the high volume tourist industry, the Maldives operates a universal visafree travel regime to the 
country and o�ers fee-free tourist visas on arrival. The large number of tourist arrivals cause very few 
problems in the Maldives, but a small but signi�cant number of travellers of concern use the visa-free regime 
to pass through the Maldives, disguising their previous travel, and continue on to their desired destination. In 
virtually all cases, the desired destination is Europe.

The Maldives has been an active participant in regional fora such as the Bali Process meetings and the 
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). For a relatively small country, the 
Maldives has developed an impressive network of contacts and is e�ective in sharing immigration 
intelligence within DoIE and with other countries. With good IT systems and soundly trained sta�, 
the country is well placed to participate in such dialogues.
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 Assessment objectives and rationale

 Chapter summary

 Assessment scope, framework and plan:

 Assessment work plan

To address numerous migration management and border control challenges, the Maldives DoIE 
requested assistance in the form of a comprehensive migration management and border control 
assessment in the country resulting in recommendations to improve DoIE outcomes. The DoIE has 
also requested technical assistance in the strategic planning process necessary to guide the imple-
mentation of recommendations coming from the review process, while at the same time e�ec-
tively carrying out the on-going tasks within its mandate.

The review process began with a detailed pre-assessment questionnaire completed by senior 
DoIE o�cials which provided much useful information on current activities and perceived 
challenges.

Consultation sessions were conducted with senior o�cers and sta� from all areas of DoIE opera-
tions. External consultations were held with key agencies with an interest in migration and border 
management: Labour, Foreign A�airs, Defence/Coastguard, Police and Customs. In view of the 
potential need for revision of the law, the review team also met with the Attorney General’s o�ce. 
The review team also had discussions with representatives of the tourist industry.

In addition to visits to the head o�ce of DoIE and the separate site where work visas are 
processed, the review team visited the major international airport at Male, and the airport holding 
centre (used to accommodate persons refused entry while return travel is arranged within 48 
hours), the main sea port at Male, and the detention centre on neighbouring Huluhumale Island.

On the �nal day of the �eld visit, preliminary �ndings were discussed at a meeting with DoIE 
Section Heads and the Assistant and Deputy Controllers, and chaired by the Controller. This meet-
ing was used to discuss initial conclusions and validate �ndings.

A draft of this report was provided to DoIE on 21 April 2012, and feedback invited. A number of 
clari�cations and further comments were provided in response.

A follow-up workshop was convened on 27 May 2012 in Male at which the Controller and senior 
immigrations o�cers discussed the draft report and provided further substantive comment.

The �nal text of the report represents the agreed text of the report following the review process.

Pre-assessment questionnaire completed by DoIE and returned to IOM – late 2011 Pre-assessment 
visit by the IOM Chief of Mission for Sri Lanka and the Maldives from 4-5 March.

During this visit the assessment team’s schedule was �nalised and initial documentation gathered. 
IOM and DoIE also agreed on the format of the assessment interviews. IOM formally presented the 
assessment to Ministers and o�cials of the new government including Foreign A�airs, the DoIE 
Controller General and the Minister of Home A�airs.

Field visit and consultations – 11 to 20 March 2012 

Field visit and consultations by Team Leader, IOM Chief of Mission for Sri Lanka and the 
Maldives,Richard Danziger, IOM Senior Regional O�cer for Border & Identity Solution, Sjef Broekhaar 
and IOM Consultant, Bruce Mackay.

Draft Report submitted to donors and DoIE – 21 April 2012

Workshop to consider �ndings and commence strategic planning process – 27 – 28 May 2012

Assessment Methodology
Chapter 2

This assessment of migration and border management capacity was conducted using a methodology 
developed by IOM using its experience in assessments in many previous countries.

The assessment uses a framework to consider the Maldives’ immigration circumstances in four 
groupings:
 Administration Operations, and

Policy and legislative framework Information technology management

The methodology used by IOM in this review is outlined in the overview table below. Information 
gathered in the review process is analysed and reported on in the context of the framework of the 
IOM Border Control and Migration Management model table.

Over the years this model has proven to address the key areas of the complex environment of 
Migration Management and Border Control.

IOM’s Border Control and Migration Management Model

 Structure Policy Permanent Entry Information
 Number and Location  and Residence Management system

 Finance, Budget Legislation Temporary Entry Alert Lists
 and Resources

 Recruitment/Salaries/ Regulations Humanitarian Process Passport System
 Training  Refugees & Tra�cking

 Performance and Procedures Passenger Processing Visa System
 Standards  Air and Seaports

 Morale/ Resignations/ International Obligations Invesigations and Movements
 Turnover and Agreements Intelligence

 Values and Inter-Agency and Detention and Integrity of  passport
 Conduct Regional Cooperation Removal and visa issuing 
    procedures

   Health
   and Character

 Administration Regulatory Operations Information
  Framework  Management
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Administration
Chapter 3

The Department of Immigration and Emigration (DoIE) lies within the Ministry of Home A�airs and 
has responsibility for border control, visa decision making, monitoring the stay of foreigners, and 
passport issue to citizens. Processing citizenship applications is a responsibility of the Ministry of 
Foreign A�airs.

During the process of this review, the government transferred responsibility for work permit 
matters from the Ministry of Human Resources to the Department of Immigration and Emigration 
bring work permits and work visas together in one department.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration operates at an e�ective level with management 
and sta� combining well to deliver pleasing outcomes. In order to maintain and improve results, 
this review suggests a focus on management planning, monitoring performance against 
standards, and a renewed focus on sta� training at all levels.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration (DoIE) is a department within the Ministry of 
Home A�airs. Other arms of Home A�airs include the Maldives Police Service, Department of 
National Registration (responsible for the National Identity Card), the Juvenile Justice Unit and the 
Department of Penitentiary and Rehabilitation Services.

DoIE has prime responsibility for:
 Control of people movements across the border,
 Visa decisions,
 Identi�cation and removal of non-citizens with no current authority to be in the country,
 Passport issue to Maldivian citizens.

Responsibility for Citizenship matters is held by the Ministry of Foreign A�airs.

 Chapter summary

 Border management agency administration responsibility overview

 Border management agency structure

Recommendation 1:

Figure 2 Passports counter

The department operates under the Civil Service Commission arrangements. A number of o�cers 
raised the suggestion of DoIE becoming an autonomous government entity outside the civil 
service code, similar to the status of the local Customs agency. It was suggested that matters such 
as recruitment, discipline and salary levels could be more e�ectively managed independent of the 
Civil Service Commission. There were varied motivations for the suggested change, including 
recognition of the security aspect of the functions of the department, and also the resource 
constraints imposed on civil service departments.

The review team had mixed views on the proposed autonomy. While there may be grounds for 
operating an immigration service outside the civil service code, and the argument based on the 
security role of the department was sound, it seemed unlikely, in a time of general government 
expenditure restraint, that DoIE would be any more generously funded as an independent entity 
than it is under current arrangements.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration is headed by a Controller, who is a political 
appointment with the status of State Minister.

In order of decreasing responsibility, there are:
Two Deputy Controllers with responsibility for:

 Enforcement Division, encompassing airports, seaports and administrative support activities; and
 Monitoring Division, encompassing monitoring, repatriation and detention activities.

Three Assistant Controllers with responsibility for:

 Harbour Control Section
 Airport Control Section
 Intelligence Section

Below this level the various sections of the department are headed by section heads at Chief 
Immigration O�cer level.

There seemed to be a lack of clarity over organisational lines of control. No organisation chart 
existed showing the current departmental structure with two Deputy Controllers, and the division 
of duties between these o�cers seemed to be based on practice rather than a formal decision.

During the week of the �eld visit, the Government decided to transfer to DoIE responsibility for the 
portion of the work permit process that had formerly been carried out by the Labour Department 
in the Ministry of Human Resources. With the transfer of function, some 39 sta� will move into the 
DoIE from the Ministry of Human Resources. This work area will then become the second largest 
section in DoIE (after the Airports Section with 90 sta�).

This signi�cant increase in responsibilities and sta� should trigger a review of organisational 
arrangements. It would be useful to clearly de�ne lines of control and responsibility in the 
enlarged organisation.

With the transfer of the work permit function to DoIE, it would be appropriate to review organisa-
tional structure and lines of control to ensure adequate management attention is able to be directed 
to all areas of responsibility. Once completed, an organisation chart depicting areas of responsibility 
and lines of control should be developed and disseminated throughout the department.
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Revenue

Recommendation 3:

Information on revenue was a little di�cult to analyse. Numbers provided to the review team 
showed monthly revenue for DoIE dropping from more than 17 million ru�yaa in 2010 to 1.4 
million ru�yaa in 2012. The review team understands that the decline represents di�erent 
accounting for deposits paid by employers of expatriate labour. As this money is intended to be 
refunded upon departure of the worker, a decision has been taken at the Maldives Inland Revenue 
Agency to remove these amounts from revenue �gures and account for the deposits separately.

With deposits removed from revenue information, it becomes clear that revenue from fees and 
�nes etc represents approximately 50% of operating costs of the agency. Comparable agencies in 
other countries often have fee and �ne revenue exceeding operating costs. In the Maldives 
however, DoIE has large costs at the airports (almost 50% of all sta�) while maintaining a fee-free 
visa regime.

The fee-free regime at the airport is consistent with strong support shown by the government to 
the tourist industry as an important contributor to the economy. To improve revenues it may be 
open to the government to consider increasing fees on other visas, such as work visas, and move 
closer to a position where fee revenue matches DoIE operating costs.

There is scope to review the level of fees and �nes charged by DoIE. Such a review could maintain 
the fee free regime for tourist visas while increasing charges for other services, leading to a situa-
tion where fee revenue matched operating costs of the department.

Cash handling is often a di�cult process for a government department to manage. Prudent 
management requires clear and documented procedures, e�ective training, rigorous internal 
controls and frequent spot checks and audits. And on those regrettable occasions when funds are 
found to be missing, the consequent inquiry process, disciplinary action and prosecution consume 
inordinate amounts of management time.

As a result, the review team was impressed by the arrangements in place whereby most payments 
of charges associated with the work visa process were paid direct by the client/employer/agent to 
the Maldives Inland Revenue Agency, for whom cash collection is a core responsibility, and thus 
removing DoIE sta� from the distracting and onerous cash handling requirements.

However, revenue collection by Maldives Inland Revenue Agency was not universal. In work visas, 
a small (50 ru�yaa) charge for the work visa card is still collected by DoIE sta�. In the Travel Docu-
ment Section, all fees were received direct from the applicants. In both cases there is much to be 
argued in favour of removing cash collection from DoIE activities.

The review team was advised that in both instances, e�orts are being made to limit cash collections. 
The 50 ru�yaa fee is expected to be incorporated into the general revenue authority collections as 
part of the review of work visa arrangements. And passport lodgement processes are being 
reviewed to increase the number of lodgement points by outsourcing the lodgement and fee 
payment steps. Such a change would improve accessibility for clients and reduce congestion in the 
main o�ce, while e�ectively reducing cash handling by o�cers.

With the remaining passport lodgements at the main o�ce, it may be possible to introduce an 
arrangement where non-cash payments (card payments) were accepted at DoIE, and those 
applicants wishing to pay cash being required to pay at Maldives Maldives Border Control and 
Migration Management Assessment 17 Inland Revenue.

The review team found senior o�cers engaged in their tasks and work units focussed on the 
technical aspects of their functions and producing pleasing results, but there was limited evidence 
of a planning process to ensure that priorities were identi�ed, management attention was appro-
priately directed, necessary resources allocated, standards set and performance monitored.

The department has recently appointed a skilled planning o�cer and is now better placed to 
develop planning skills among senior sta� and implement a planning culture across the agency.

The review team is of the view that improved planning and management skills and e�ective 
planning and management activities generally are essential to the continued improvement of the 
department. The strong technical skills and technical focus of senior o�cers needs now to be 
developed into a management focus.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration needs to develop planning and management 
skills of senior o�cers and implement a coherent planning and performance management 
strategy in the department.

The budget for the Department of Immigration and Emigration has increasing modestly over the 
last three years, and in the last two completed years, actual expenditure has been less than 
allocation. In the current year, the HR and Finance Manager reported a much tighter match of 
expenditure to budget. The following table provides details (in million Ru�yaa):

While the department’s �nancial position appears comfortable from the data in the table, the 
review team was advised of recent steps taken by government to limit civil service expenditure, 
such as a ban on overtime, that are not apparent in the numbers above. Similarly, a speci�c 
allocation for training is included in the general funding level, but there are additional barriers on 
the use of these funds. As a result there is a feeling of austerity among decision makers in the 
department, and a general concern that resource levels are inadequate.

Workload has increased over the past �ve years. As one example, while tourist numbers dipped 
around the time of the 2008 �nancial crisis, numbers of arrivals and departures have increased 
substantially (1.5 million in 2006 to more than 2.0 million in 2011) while airport sta� numbers have 
remained approximately the same.

The department had 209 sta� members at the time of the review, prior to the transfer of sta� with 
the work permit function.

While the DoIE might be expected to continue to �nd more e�cient ways of dealing with the 
workload, a point will be reached where there will be diminishing prospects for such improve-
ments and additional resources will be required.

Planning and management activities

Recommendation 2:

Finance, budget and resource management

 Year Allocation Expenditure
 2010  54.1 49.2
 2011  57.9 54.1
 2012  59.2 6.0 (to end Feb)
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Figure 3 Male skyline

The Department of Immigration and Emigration and the Maldives Inland Revenue Agency have 
established sensible arrangements that reduce the cash handling required of DoIE sta�. The two 
agencies should continue to review remaining areas where cash is collected at DoIE and look for 
ways to transfer revenue collection to Maldives Inland Revenue, or as a minimum step, limit 
revenue collection at DoIE to non-cash forms of payment.

Recruitment into DoIE is governed by the Civil Service Commission’s procedures and require-
ments. The minimum educational level is completion of year 10 studies, but the majority of recent 
successful candidates have completed year 12 studies or higher.

Sta�ng in the DoIE is quite stable with a sta� turnover of about 4% per year over the past three 
years (excluding 8 o�cers who accepted a government-wide o�er of redundancy packages in 
2011).

Sta� relations appear healthy. Junior sta� were con�dent in their interactions with the review 
team, and spoke with assurance in front of their senior o�cers. The review team was impressed 
with the quality of the contributions of sta� – both junior and senior. There are few o�cers with 
tertiary education (understood to be 3 o�cers only) but this re�ects a lack of access rather than a 
lack of capacity as the �rst degree course available in-country was only commenced in 2000. The 
review team found sta� generally to be articulate and thoughtful and showing sound analytic 
skills. It is interesting to note that around 20% of sta� turnover was attributed to o�cers leaving 
to undertake further studies.

A lack of sta� training was identi�ed as a major concern by many of the o�cers brie�ng the review 
team. It seems that the internal training e�ort has been formal and active in the past, but for a 
variety of resource and priority reasons, training activity has lapsed in recent years.

There is widespread interest among senior sta� in re-establishing an active training program for 
existing sta� and especially for new sta� during the three month probation period and continuing 
at a high level during their �rst year of service.

The budget allocation for DoIE in 2011 includes 800,000 ru�yaa for training, a substantial increase 
on funding for this purpose in the previous two years. However it seems that due to government-
wide concerns over expenditure, additional restictions have been placed over use of these 
training funds. For training activity to regain its former levels, e�ective management of resources 
and priorities by senior management of DoIE will be required.

In recognition of the importance of training and sta� development for the continued e�ective 
operation of the Department of Immigration and Emigration, senior management should ensure 
Maldives Border Control and Migration Management Assessment 18 that priority is given to the 
assessment of training needs and resources are made available for the delivery of appropriate 
training in response to those needs.

Employment conditions appeared to be consistent with conditions generally available in the 
country.

Salary levels are set by the Civil Service Commission in accordance with levels of responsibility. 
The review team understands that immigration o�cers receive a substantial allowance on top of 
their salary in recognition of the special nature of their duties. The low sta� turnover rate suggests 
that employment conditions meet sta� expectations.

As noted above in this chapter, there was little mention of performance management in discus-
sion with the review team. The review team was advised that the setting of performance 
standards in terms of the quality, timeliness, and volume of outputs was not a concept in common 
use. As a result, it is di�cult to see how individual performance management could be achieved.

The importance of appropriate standards of public behaviour is broadly understood in public 
administration circles in the Maldives. Corruption awareness starts from the Constitution, which 
establishes an Anti Corruption Commission and continues through to line departments and Code 
of Conduct documents.

Sta� awareness of the issue is high. The review team was advised that an internal revision of the 
DoIE Code of Conduct document was currently being prepared. At the time of the visit, no transla-
tion into English was available.

Values and conduct issues need to be given prominence in the enhanced planning and manage-
ment activity proposed in this report, and the revised code of conduct document needs to be the 
basis of an important aspect of the reinvigorated training program for both new and existing sta�.

Recommendation 4:

Recommendation 5:

Recruitment, morale and organisational culture, turnover, operational and management 
skills training (induction, ongoing and priorities) audit and investigation, stakeholder 
liaison

Work conditions including salary, performance expectations and standards management

Values and conduct
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The law is de�cient on a range of matters such as noted in the following non-exhaustive list:

A power to collect biometric information – while there is currently no other law that would restrict 
collection of biometric information, it is advisable to provide speci�c authority in immigration law

No transit visa, (which is important for ship- and air-crew)

No health requirement for on-shore visa processing, (this gap is particularly important when 
virtually all work visa decisions are made after arrival. The health power in s.8 is limited to entry 
decision making.)

Student visas are limited to formal courses and do not cater for periods of training in the form of 
work experience

No ‘overstayer’ visa to provide coverage until departure is e�ected.

No refugee visa (but this may be an intentional policy position)

No provision for the cancellation of a Maldivian passport

In other matters, the law provides only partial coverage, which would bene�t from explicit cover-
age in law:

The law de�nes o�ences against the Act (s.33) but does not specify investigative, search or arrest 
powers of immigration o�cers; while DoIE currently relies on cooperation from Police for such 
actions, there is no power in the law which would require such support from Police.

There is a desire to implement some form of an Advanced Passenger Information System (APIS) or 
Advanced Passenger Processing (APP). Section 26, which requires the captain of an arriving aircraft 
to provide a list of names of crew and passengers on arrival, provides only a very limited authority 
for the electronic collection of a much broader set of data prior to arrival.

The requirement for visa applicants to provide ‘complete and truthful information’ in s.28 is limited 
to the information given on arrival. This power needs to apply to all visa applications and 
interviews.

In view of the gaps and de�ciencies, a new law, or a major revision of the Migration Act is 
indicated. The review team was advised by the Attorney General’s o�ce that a signi�cant number 
of laws are queued for consideration by the Majlis, with only a handful passed in 2011. As a result, 
issues that can be progressed via regulations, which do not require consideration by the Majlis, 
may provide the preferred route for addressing urgent issues. The o�ce also indicated that draft-
ing resources in the country were in heavy demand, and where external assistance can be 
provided for initial drafting, outcomes are likely to be more readily achieved.

The Maldives Immigration Act should be reviewed and consideration given to the development of 
a revised law which provides authority for the activities of the Department of Immigration and 
Emigration necessary to carry out its roles and responsibilities. In view of the prospect of delays in 
consideration of a new law by the Majlis ((Parliament), consideration be given to the development 
of regulations under the existing law, where possible, to address priority issues. The Attorney 
General’s o�ce has indicated that external assistance with initial drafting would shorten the time 
taken to implement new law or regulations.

 Chapter summary

 Overview of current general regulatory framework

Migration Regulatory Environment
Chapter 4

The Maldives Immigration Act came into e�ect in 2007 replacing a system of decrees.

While the Act has been helpful, the review team found a number of de�ciencies and gaps in the 
law and recommend a thorough review. As there is a considerable queue of proposed legislation 
to be considered by the Majlis, it may be useful to give priority to those improvements that could 
be introduced by regulations.

The regulatory framework lacks a system of Sta� Directions (or similar title) that would provide 
binding direction to sta� on the implementation of the law and regulations.

Inter-agency cooperation in the areas of border control and security would be enhanced by some 
form of formal structure, such a whole of government security committee.

The regulatory framework in which the Department of Immigration and Emigration operates is of 
relatively recent origin.

The new Constitution of the Maldives came into e�ect in 2008. The Maldives Immigration Act, is of 
a similar age, coming into e�ect in 2007. There was no previous immigration law; the department 
previously operated under the authority of Presidential directions or decrees. Uno�cial English 
translations of both the Constitution and the Immigration Act are readily available.

The review team was advised that a Citizenship Act exists, but no uno�cial English translation was 
available at the time of the visit.

There is limited legislative coverage governing the issue of Maldivian travel documents. The 1979 
Passport Act is reported to be very brief and to lack detail, and confers passport powers to the 
o�cer responsible for immigration matters. The Immigration Act also contains (s.6) authority to 
issue passports, but issues such as a power to cancel passports are not addressed in either 
instrument.

There are at present no laws addressing the issues of human tra�cking and people smuggling, but 
the Attorney General’s o�ce is working with the counterpart agency in the Australian government 
to draft such a law.

The Maldives is a signatory to neither the 1951 UN Convention on the Status of Refugees nor the 
associated 1967 Protocol. There is no coverage of refugee matters in the Maldives Immigration Act 
and there is no other law addressing refugee issues.

The Maldives Immigration Act (s.35) allows for Regulations to be drafted. The review team was 
advised that a number of regulations have been successfully introduced since the Immigration Act 
came into e�ect, but in some key areas (such as non-work visas) regulations have been drafted but 
not yet promulgated.

The Maldives Immigration Act is a short document at 16 pages and lacks speci�c coverage of many 
topics commonly found in migration legislation. In other aspects, authority can only be derived 
indirectly and would bene�t from explicit coverage,

Recommendation 6:

14 13
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The legal framework lacks a third level of documentation, below the law and regulations, which 
would provide binding written directions to sta� on the implementation and application of the 
law and regulations. Such Sta� Directions (or similar title) are a standard component of best 
practice in public administration.

The lack of Sta� Directions is an important gap in the regulatory framework. Sta� Directions docu-
ments provide formal guidance to sta� in their actions, provide a basis for performance manage-
ment and form the basis of training material. This review strongly urges that action be taken to 
develop Sta� Directions across the range of activities undertaken by immigration o�cers under 
the authority of the law and regulations.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration should develop a set of written instructions for 
sta� setting out how the Immigration Law and Regulations should be interpreted and applied by 
sta�. These Sta� Directions will be a key resource in the planning and management of the 
department’s operations and will be a valuable resource in the training curricula.

There are two major areas of policy interest in the areas of operation of the DoIE:

Tourist travel:
Tourist travel to the Maldives is a major source of revenue for the country. The current policy 
setting is a free visa on arrival for all nationalities. With more than 2 million annual movements and 
a limited number of overseas missions, it is likely that current arrangements will continue.

Recommendation 7:

Overview of current immigration policy environment;

Work Visas and the expatriate population:

Figure 4 Arrivals screen, international airport

Universal visa-free travel is combined with a very limited watch-list process. The negative aspect of 
this combination is apparent from an exercise in which past movements were checked against a 
UK watch-list and more than 800 matches were identi�ed. Local intelligence analysis suggests that 
some travellers of concern are choosing an itinerary via the Maldives as a way of disguising travel 
directed toward western, and particularly European, destinations.

Some o�cers proposed an electronic visa arrangement similar to the recently introduced 
Electronic Travel Authority (ETA) system of neighbouring Sri Lanka. Since January 2012, Sri Lanka 
has required all intending visitors to apply on-line for an ETA prior to travel, for which a fee of 
between US$10 and US$20 is charged. The imposition of a pre-travel visa requirement and intro-
duction of a fee is likely to be strongly opposed by the Maldivian tourism industry.

Another option widely supported is to introduce an advanced passenger information system 
(APIS) or advanced passenger processing (APP) system. This option has the advantages of being 
invisible to the traveller and not requiring the payment of a fee, but the fundamental problem 
remains the lack of an e�ective watch list to identify travellers of concern. An ETA, APP or APIS 
process will get traveller information to DoIE before arrival, but little bene�t would be gained with 
the current watchlist.

To e�ectively respond to the concern that travellers may be disguising their intentions by travel 
through the Maldives, a watchlist that would better enable DoIE to identify  travellers of concern 
needs to be developed. The suggested response will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 5 of 
this report, but in summary, the Border Management System needs to have access to the Interpol 
database of Stolen and Lost Travel Documents, and DoIE needs to develop relationships with 
colleagues in other countries in order to access information held about travellers of concern and 
load this information into the watchlist.

The second major area of policy interest relates to the presence of very large numbers of expatri-
ate workers in the country.

The Maldives, with a population of 370,000, has an additional 100,000 expatriate work permit 
holders in the country, plus an estimated 50,000 persons with no current authority to be in country.

The Maldives started to import labour in large numbers in the 1990s as the tourism industry 
rapidly developed. Expatriate workers were imported in both the professional category (such as 
skilled hotel workers, foreign language dive instructors) and in the labour category (such as 
unskilled construction workers).

There are a number of troubling aspects of both the current policy settings and the implementa-
tion of that policy:

Many of the expatriate workers lack administrative skills, and are vulnerable to exploitation. In this 
regard, it should be noted that the Maldives was ranked as a Tier 2 Watch List country on the 2011 
report of the US State Department’s Tra�cking in Persons Report.

Many of the expatriate workers wish to return home but lack the capacity to arrange travel, or are 
unable to access their travel document, or funds for travel. Some 7,000 persons responded to a 
recent DoIE initiative to assist return travel.

Expatriate workers have virtually no path to citizenship in the Maldives (with the exception that 
some may qualify after marriage to a Maldivian) but inde�nite temporary residence is likely to lead 
to expectations of some form of integration. Children born of foreign workers in the Maldives do 
not gain Maldivian citizenship (unless one parent is Maldivian) and face a particularly di�cult set of 
circumstances.
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Interagency and regional cooperation

the host country. In the lead-up to that summit, an inter-agency coordination and information 
sharing Security Committee was convened by the National Security Adviser in the President’s 
O�ce. Immigration was represented on this committee, along with Defence, Police, Customs 
and other interested parties.

Feedback to the review team on the Security Committee process was uniformly positive. 
Participants found that each agency was able to perform their responsibilities more e�ec-
tively as a result of the development of the committee.

Perhaps the most signi�cant aspect of the process was the role of the National Security 
Adviser in the President’s o�ce. This position had status that transcended individual agencies, 
and the notional support of the President’s position. As will be seen in the following chapter, 
the Integrated Border Management model is also premised on a strong mandate at a senior 
political level.

The environment has now changed. With the recent change of Government, the makeup of 
the President’s o�ce has also changed and there is no longer a National Security Adviser 
position. While the position no longer exists, the need for coordination and information 
sharing continues.

While representatives of Police, Customs and Defence all spoke positively of the Security 
Committee and the desirability of some form of successor structure, progress is likely to be 
limited without the leadership of a position outside and above individual agencies.

Security related inter-agency cooperation and coordination in the Maldives would be greatly 
enhanced by the creation of a Security Committee convened by a senior o�cial outside the 
individual line agencies involved and possibly in the Maldives National Defence Force (MNDF) 
to conduct regular meetings under the guidance of the President’s O�ce, or a designated 
agency by the President’s O�ce to share operational information with unclassi�ed or limited 
classi�cation status.

Expatriate workers who are no longer employed by their sponsoring employer are permitted to get 
alternative employment within the work permit process. However large numbers are reported to 
be working outside the formal labour market and some are reported to be involved in activities of 
doubtful legality.

Immigration o�cers report a lack of con�dence in identity documents as considerable numbers of 
expatriate workers have been found to have been issued travel document in a second identity.

The Maldives Police Service has concerns that some expatriate workers are involved in illegal 
activity, particularly drug importation and distribution.

The vast majority of the expatriate workers come from Bangladesh and issues surrounding possible 
exploitation of expatriate workers and repatriation e�orts have the potential to cause di�culties 
between nations with otherwise friendly relations.

During the �eld visit to the Maldives in March, the government made a decision to transfer respon-
sibility for processing work permit applications from the Ministry of Human Resources to Depart-
ment of Immigration and Emigration. This decision will bring together the administration of the 
separate parts of the process involving both the employer and the visa applicant (in the past, DoIE 
was involved primarily with the visa applicant).

As part of the same decision, responsibility for the macro-economic aspects of foreign labour such 
as determining which sectors/professions need imported labour has been passed to the Ministry 
of Economic Development.

Rationalising the work permit/work visa process in DoIE has the potential to improve the e�ciency 
and e�ectiveness of the process. The former arrangements had considerable overlap in the work 
permit and work visa arrangements which should now be able to be simpli�ed.

However, success in improving policy implementation will only improve one part of the problem. 
The issue of the higher level policy – what labour market needs should be met with foreign labour, 
and how to respond to long term residence of expatriate workers – will need to be addressed 
before the broad issue of foreign labour in the Maldives can be considered to have been brought 
under control. For this outcome to be achieved, the Ministry of Economic Development will need 
to be active in assessing the labour market and decisive in determining the foreign labour needs 
of the country. This is also intimately connected with broader national employment policy and lies 
beyond the remit of this assessment.

The functions and responsibilities of the Department of Immigration and Emigration are of 
interest in the inter-agency spheres of border control and security.

As is discussed in chapter 5, below, more needs to be done in the area of coordination and coop-
eration in the border control area of inter-agency cooperation, and a recommendation is made 
suggesting implementation of some form of Integrated Border Management model.

The issue of the need for improved inter-agency cooperation in the sphere of security was raised 
by a number of o�cers and agencies during the course of the review.

The Maldives hosted a summit of SAARC leaders in 2011. The summit involved the leaders of 
nations as diverse as Afghanistan and India, and posed signi�cant security challenges to 

Recommendation 8:

Figure 5 Male international airport
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Passports, Visa and Border Policies and Operations
Chapter 5

The Maldives Department of Immigration and Emigration operates in an e�cient and e�ective 
manner in most aspects of its operations, but there are areas where policy and operational issues 
need to be addressed to improve outcomes.

The border operations area deals with high volume passenger movements quickly and e�ciently. 
A basic computerised Border Management System has been in place since 2003, and an upgraded 
system is planned to be introduced. There is potential for an Advanced Passenger Information 
System (APIS) or Advanced Passenger Processing (APP) system to be implemented, but signi�cant 
improvements in the watchlist will be needed to deliver the full bene�ts of APIS/APP data.

The Maldivian passport is a high quality ICAO compliant e-passport. Identity data is based on links 
to the country’s universal identity card system and is considered to be sound. There needs to be 
increased security in the passport system to ensure that identity information in ID card system 
cannot be amended in the passport system.

The passport production process needs better facilities, including development of an o�-site disas-
ter recover production site and improved physical security at the main production site.

Issues relating to the work visa and the presence in the country of large numbers of expatriate 
workers with and without current visas pose signi�cant problems for the department and the 
country. The recent transfer of work permit processing to DoIE o�ers an opportunity to review 
current arrangements and set in place policies and processes that will lead to greater control over 
the situation. In particular, regularising or assisting in the departure of the estimated 50,000 
persons without a current visa needs to be addressed as a priority.

Introduction

Border Operations is a particularly important part of the Department of Immigration and Emigra-
tion (DoIE). Tourism is a major source of foreign revenue for the country and the high volume of 
tourist tra�c contributes heavily to the more than 2 million movements expected at the interna-
tional airport in 2012. In addition, as an island nation, sea-port tra�c plays an important role in the 
movement of goods and people, and seaport operations are an important aspect of DoIE operations.

A policy of universal visa-free travel and fee-free visa processing on arrival combined with the high 
volume of movements places great pressure on air- and sea-port operations. Arrivals need to be 
quickly and e�ectively processed to avoid delays and congestion at the border.

The review team concluded that the department was successful in achieving prompt processing, but 
more could be done with an enhanced watchlist to identify and respond to travellers of concern.

Computerised Border Management System

A computerised border management system (BMS) developed by the Canadian Bank Note 
company has been in place since 2003. This system features integrated passport readers which 
quickly load biodata into the system. All movements are checked against the watchlist and 

 Chapter summary

 Overview of the border management business processes

matches are highlighted to the border o�cer for action. As mentioned elsewhere in this report, 
the watchlist is of limited e�ectiveness at present, as it lacks much of the data necessary to identify 
travellers of concern. The BMS appears to operate e�ectively, but is becoming dated, for example, 
the BMS lacks a link to the work visa system which was developed after the BMS. The BMS does not 
have features needed for biometric capture and is not user-friendly or responsive to management 
information requests and searches for intelligence purposes.

A new BMS had been planned for progressive implementation from mid-2012 but the process has 
been deferred by a government decision. The business requirements document for the new 
system had been prepared some years ago and the system developer, Nexbis, has developed the 
new system based on those requirements. A steering committee, chaired by the Controller, has 
been established to manage the implementation process. Limited information was available to 
the review team about the new system. In view of the stage of development and the timing of 
implementation, the review team had limited capacity to consider the new BMS in detail. We were 
advised that the planned new system should address the de�ciencies identi�ed in the current 
BMS, in particular, the link to the visa system the ability to capture biometric data, and the capacity 
to provide useful management and intelligence information.

Airport Operations

The Airports Section is the largest in the department with around 100 sta�. The airport operates 
24 hours a day with peak arrivals and departures occurring in mid-morning. The Airports Section 
operates 5 rotating shifts of about 18 sta� per shift, with doubleshift capacity for the peak period 
from 07:30 to 15:30 daily. The review team was impressed with the organisation of shift arrange-
ments and the e�orts to match demand with sta�ng. The arrival hall is of reasonable capacity, but 
should passengers from several �ights require clearance at the same time, congestion is inevitable.

All arrivals and departures are processed through the Border Management System (BMS). This 
means that all arrivals and departures are recorded as ‘movements’ in the database, and all move-
ments are checked against the watchlist.

Figure 6 Immigration officer booth, departures area, international airport
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Figure 7 Arrivals hall, international airport

Border o�cers reported that it was di�cult to get useful reports from the BMS, and that many 
report options listed in the reports menu did not work. As a result, many apparently simple report 
requests require specialist database queries to be run by the IT section. This problem should be 
overcome in the when the proposed new BMS is installed.

Completed arrival and departure passenger cards are required for all non-Maldivian passengers. 
These cards are used as a back up data source in case of any interruption to the operation of the 
BMS. Should there be a power failure, for example, the movement data is manually entered once 
power is restored.

There was a view expressed that the departure card is not needed – no additional information is 
provided other than can be collected from the bio-data page of the passport and �ight informa-
tion from the boarding pass. Apart from the use of the boarding pass as a back-up data source, the 
review team agreed that there was little purpose in requiring departure cards.

Passenger cards are not archived, and are destroyed within 24 hours of the completed movement. 
As the data is by then stored in the BMS, this arrangements seems acceptable, as long as the 
database back-up processes of the BMS are working e�ectively.

The watchlist in use in the BMS is very limited and fails to serve the purpose of identifying travel-
lers of concern. Most records on the watchlist refer to persons who have previously breached 
requirements of Maldivian immigration law. There is almost no information on the watchlist from 
international sources.

The Interpol database of Stolen and Lost Travel Documents (SLTD) is a particularly useful resource 
that should be made available in the BMS. The Maldives has an Interpol Liaison O�cer in the 
Maldives Police Service, and there should be no impediment in making this data available in the 
watchlist of the BMS.

The Intelligence Section of DoIE is an active participant in regional information exchange, and 
where appropriate, information gained from regional partners should be included in the watchlist.

The watchlist in the Border Management System needs to become more relevant and useful by 
incorporation of data from external sources such as the Interpol database of lost and stolen trave 
documents and information gathered from regional partners.

Airport facilities are generally adequate, with some de�ciencies. A new terminal is being built with 
operations expected to commence in 2014. This new terminal o�ers the opportunity to address 
some of the shortcomings in the current terminal:

The arrival hall needs to be large enough to accommodate the expected increase in passenger 
tra�c

The immigration o�cer booths need to have a false �oor raised su�ciently to allow the seated 
o�cer to have face to face, or from a higher position, interaction with the standing passenger.

An interview room needs to be provided for secondary processing. At present, interviews are 
conducted in an o�ce where the presence of IT equipment and documents making it an inappro-
priate venue.

A secure document examination room needs to be provided.

A holding facility needs to provided for very short term accommodation at the terminal of passen-
gers awaiting imminent removal on their arrival aircraft.

A small accommodation facility is operated in building adjacent to the airport terminal to hold 
persons denied entry for up to 48 hours before their return travel. The operation of the facility has 
been outsourced to a private company and costs are recovered from the airline operator who 
brought the person into the country.

Identi�ed document fraud activity is quite high. In 2011, 77 instances of tampered or otherwise 
fraudulent documents were identi�ed by the department. Document fraud training has been 
undertaken by sta�, and there is a desire to continue such training to the level of certi�cation as 
trained Document Examiner.

The intelligence section makes very e�ective use of the information gained from fraudulent docu-
ments and prepares and distributes incident reports or document information sheets as appropriate.

Analysis of cases of fraud indicates that the Maldives is not the intended destination. In all cases, 
Maldives was a transit point, and travel through the Maldives was designed to disguise the actual 
origins and travel route. In the vast majority of cases, the intended destination was Europe. It was 
suggested that with more training, additional cases of attempted fraudulent travel to Europe may 
be identi�ed.

Seaport Operations

The Harbours Section faces a di�erent set of challenges from the airport operations. While some 
99% of international movements occur in the airports, the remaining 20,000 movements via the 
four authorised seaports require careful management. Physical constraints add to the complexity; 
at no port in the country is there an e�ective passenger service terminal which could assist in the 
control over movements through the port.

The Harbours Section has developed a risk based approach. Maldivian cargo vessels receive ‘light 
touch’ processing and are cleared via the manifests with no boarding of the vessel in most 
instances. Non-Maldivian cargo vessels, on the other hand, are routinely boarded as part of the 

Recommendation 9:
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clearance process. Passenger cruise ships present a risk pro�le similar to air arrivals and are 
processed via the passenger list information provided by the shipping company.

There appears to be considerable potential for a form of Advanced Passenger Information System 
(APIS) type processing for cruise ship passengers, even without a formal computerised APIS 
process. Cruise ships have well organised administrative processes, and many countries have 
developed protocols with ships’ agents in which passenger lists are provided by fax or email after 
the ship departs from the last port before arrival in the country. Such a process can be imple-
mented with limited need for IT system support, and would allow the passenger list to be 
processed prior to arrival, and any travellers of concern to be identi�ed before the ship docks. As 
noted elsewhere in this report, the full bene�t of having passenger information in advance of 
arrival will only become available with an enhanced watchlist.

The Harbours Section uses the Border Management System (BMS) but has limited access to the 
system. Sta� at the three ports outside the capital fax passenger movement information to the 
o�ce at Male Harbour for data entry. In addition, the harbor o�ce has only one terminal 
connected to the BMS, which is insu�cient to meet the demand for access to the system.

At Male Harbour, where most non-Maldivian vessel movements occur, border o�cers need 
portable equipment so that movements can be checked while o�cers are on board the vessel. 
Without portable access, there is no way to check the watchlist prior to a decision to clear the 
crew. The review team is not aware of the intended coverage of the new BMS, but strongly urges 
that the particular needs of seaport sta� be taken into consideration.

As part of the implementation of the new Border Management System (BMS), on-line access to the 
system should be made available to seaport o�cers at all authorised seaports if technically 
possible. In addition, portable BMS equipment allowing access to the watchlist while boarding 
vessels, should be made available so the o�cers may make informed clearance decisions.

In discussions with sta�, it became apparent that there is some variation in views over the use of 
seaman’s books – whether such books may be accepted as a travel documents, or whether a 
passport is always needed in addition. While the review team had no concern over the accepted 
practices, such issues provide a good example of matters that would be resolved by the develop-
ment of clear Sta� Directions as recommended in Chapter 4. The content of the Sta� Direction 
would also form the basis of authoritative training material for seaport o�cers.

Movements through non-authorised ports

The Maldives Immigration Act (s. 2 and s.3) requires entry and departures to occur at authorised 
ports. While the vast majority of international movements do occur at authorised ports, the 
Harbours Section reported special arrangements made two or three times a month for move-
ments through non-authorised ports. In these cases, the ship or ship’s agent is responsible for 
organising the necessary travel by Customs and Immigration o�cers to process the movements.

The majority of the movements through non-authorised ports were reported to be Iranian or 
Pakistani �shing vessels.

In addition to these noti�ed movements, a small number of cases of illegal �shing in Maldivian 
waters have been identi�ed. In 2010 two Iranian dhows were intercepted in the north west of the 
territorial waters of the country. The crew of the vessels were found to be mostly Pakistani and 
were assessed as being genuine �shermen.

Recommendation 10:

Recommendation 11:

Control over the immigration movements of �shermen is seen as an important contribution to the 
protection of valuable resources in the extensive Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the country.

Somali Pirates

Some 40 sailors suspected of being Somali pirates are being held in the country for breaching 
entry requirements. The suspected pirates have arrived in 6 or 7 small ski�s over the past 3 years. 
In each case it appears that the suspected pirates lost contact with their mother ship due to 
mechanical or communications failure and have drifted across the Indian Ocean until found in 
Maldivian waters. In each case the seamen have been in very poor physical condition when found.

In one case with a di�erent scenario, it is reported that a successfully hijacked Iranian vessel had 
mechanical problems unable to be resolved by the pirates. The pirates reportedly surrendered to 
the crew who were able to get the vessel to the Maldives with crew and pirates safe. The Somalis 
involved are detained with the other suspected pirates.

The principal immigration issue related to the suspected pirates is the di�culty in arranging 
repatriation. It has been extremely di�cult to get transit permission from countries on possible 
return travel routes.

More suspected Somali pirates can be expected to land in the Maldives in the future and the 
Government and, in the absence of being able to repatriate them, should consider alternative 
options to ensure against leaving them in legal limbo.

Radar installations

The Coastguard, part of the Maldivian Defence Force, advised that a network of maritime radar 
stations and other supplementary surveillance facilities are being installed across the country with 
assistance from India and the United States. These facilities will have a range of 48 nautical miles 
for larger ocean-going vessels and 8 nautical miles for smaller vessels.

Only one radar facility has been completed at this time. Once fully installed, the country will have 
a signi�cantly improved ability to identify irregular shipping movements in territorial waters.

Interagency cooperation at borders

Relations between agencies with border responsibilities, such as Customs, Immigration, Defence, 
Police, Health/quarantine, Air- and Sea-port Authorities, seemed to be relaxed and informal. While 
there appeared to be little or no friction between agencies, there also appeared to be limited 
interaction between agencies. In a small country, o�cers are often familiar with their counterparts 
in other agencies, but this does not necessarily lead to increased interaction as o�cers are busy 
pursuing the goals of their respective agencies.

With greater use of technology there is potential for more e�ective operations in individual border 
agencies �owing from more interaction between border agencies and greater sharing of information.

As one example, the DoIE initiative to pursue implementation of Advanced Passenger Information 
System (APIS) has considerable potential to also assist customs’ operations. Just as immigration 
authorities are able to compare pre-arrival information about incoming travellers against watch-
lists, so such information can be used e�ectively by customs to identify incoming passengers who 
may require more detailed examination.
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Some e�orts to improve and formalise interactions were noted. An Interdiction Room at the 
airport has been set up with assistance from the United States, with the expectation that the 
facility would be available for all border agencies. Customs advised the review team that they 
have prepared a number of bilateral MOUs with other agencies to formalise interactions.

The review team concluded that more needs to be done to promote cooperation and sharing of 
information among border agencies. The Integrated Border Management (IBM) model that has 
been used to advantage in other countries, particularly in Europe, provides a structure that may be 
useful in the Maldives.

Implementation of an IBM model involves starting with a high level political mandate – a direction 
from the President, for example, detailing expectations of close coordination between border 
agencies to better achieve the goals of individual agencies. A high level committee involving very 
senior o�cers of the border agencies is then formed to provide strategic direction to the process. 
At the operational level, working groups are created at each border post to deliver the goals set by 
their leaders.

Improved cooperation and information sharing between border agencies would improve the 
capacity of individual agencies to meet their respective goals. In order to achieve more e�ective 
interactions, this review recommends implementation of a formal process along the lines of the 
Integrated Border Management model used successfully elsewhere, particularly in Europe. 
Possible implementation of an Advanced Passenger Information System in the Maldives provides 
a vehicle for demonstrating the bene�ts of information sharing and inter-agency cooperation.

As noted in Chapter 4, the review team found a general lack of detailed documentation of proce-
dures and directions for sta� on how they should implement the law and regulations.

The recommendation made in Chapter 4 applies equally to border operations. Once up to date 
Sta� Directions have been developed, a number of bene�ts will �ow including greater ability to 
monitor performance at both the individual o�cer and section level, accurate documentation as 
a basis for the development of training material, and a greater assurance to senior management 
that operations comply with expectations of the government.

Recommendation 12:

Border management manuals and operational procedures –
availability and maintenance processes

Passport and identity document management -
issuing, veri�cation, validation (including compliance with ICAO Travel Document 
Security Standards for manufacture) and forensic and immigration control

Figure 8 Immigration ferry - for officers to travel from Male to the international airport

Overview

The Travel Documents Section issues a high quality ICAO compliant travel document to Maldivian 
citizens with a same day service for most clients. The section operates in cramped conditions with 
limited secure storage at a single site and lacks disaster recovery capacity. Passport processing 
would bene�t from a review and documentation of procedures.

Detailed comment

Proof of identity and citizenship for passport eligibility is based on records held in the National 
Identity Card system, which is managed by the Department of National Registry, a department of 
the Home Ministry. All citizens have an identity card record, with identity being �rst registered by 
local hospitals at the time of birth. Identity cards, with a photograph, are issued with a 5 or 10 year 
period of validity, depending on the age of the holder. The passport issuing system has a live data 
link to the identity card system and a copy of the identity card system bio-data, including photo-
graph, is printed and attached to the passport application during processing.

There is a high degree of con�dence in the data held in this system and there has been no known 
case of passport issuance to an incorrect identity.

However, where there were di�erences in bio-data between the application and the National 
Identity Card system record, o�cers were able to overwrite the data. This is a serious de�ciency in 
identity security, and changes should not be possible. As the National Identity Card system is the 
authoritative source of identity information, any changes in bio-data required by citizens should 
be requested and processed in that system. The issued passport data should always match the 
data in the source system. Security settings in the IRIS Corporation passport system should be 
changed to make it impossible to change to bio-data imported from the National Identity Card 
System. If system security settings cannot block changes, then a check of passport data to Identity 
Card system data should be incorporated into the QA checks in passport production.

It should be noted that the passport system, with biometric capture, is now in advance of the 
identity security features of the National Identity Card system which while it captures both thumb-
prints, does not record the data on the ID card, and does not allow checking in the ID card system 
database for duplications of the biometric information. Should there be any review of the National 
Identity Card system, consideration could be given to the incorporation of a biometric compatible 
with that in use in the passports system. Such a system would provide a very high degree of con�-
dence in the proof of identity of the individual and passport holder.

The Travel Document Section issues an average of 90 passports per day, with 24,500 issued in 2011.

Most applications are �nalised on the day of lodgement, with applications lodged in the morning 
available for collection in the afternoon. This fast turnaround time is seen as especially important 
for citizens from outer islands who �nd accommodation in Male scarce and expensive, and who 
prefer to travel to Male to apply for their passport on their day of departure from the nearby 
international airport.
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The Travel Document Section deals with passport applications with admirable e�ciency, but such 
a tight time frame has inherent risks, and any problems with production (power failure, printer 
problems etc.) very quickly a�ect client service outcomes.

The Travel Document Section uses IRIS Corporation software as the passport database and issuing 
system. This system has been in place issuing ICAO standard e-passports since 2007. The passport 
booklet is a high quality document with e�ective security features.

Passports are produced with industry-standard Diletta printers. Sta� reported some concerns 
recently with the quality of the printed photograph in the passport. Such concerns should be 
promptly conveyed to the printer manufacturer for resolution.

Sta� also indicated some di�culties in determining whether photographs supplied by applicants 
and scanned into the system were ICAO compliant. Software exists to provide assistance to 
o�cers in the process, and should be obtained for that purpose. Similar software exists to ensure 
that �ngerprints are of adequate quality.

Figure 9 Passports poster - showing acceptable quality photos

All passports are processed and produced in the one site in Male. Applications may be lodged at six sites 
around the country, which transmit the application data electronically to Male, but all passports must be 
personally collected at the Travel Document Section counter, where the �ngerprint biometric is 
captured at the time of issue.

There appeared to be only limited understanding of how the biographical and biometric data is stored 
in the passport chip. Of greater concern was a lack of understanding of how the biographic and biomet-
ric data on the chip was secured and where the security certi�cates were stored. To comply with interna-
tional standards it is important to disseminate the Country Signing Certi�cation Authority (CSCA) certi�-
cate. Once this certi�cate is stored in a border management system, border o�cials who scan the 
passport and check the content of the chip can trust the content of the chip and use it for veri�cation 
purposes.

All passports are issued as e-passports with the exceptions of the cases of children under the age of 10, 
passport applications lodged overseas and local applications where the holder is unable to attend the 
o�ce to provide their biometric �nger print (due to illness, incapacity etc).

The passport database is accessible at the borders via the Border Management System. Lost, stolen and 
cancelled passports are recorded in the passport database, and this information is available in real time 
for border processing.

The current border system does not have the capacity to obtain or verify �ngerprints from travellers, so 
there is no capacity to utilise the biometric identi�er at the border for Maldivian passports, or for 
passports of other countries who have shared the necessary security certi�cates

The Travel Document Section does not pass information on stolen and lost Maldivian passports to the 
Interpol Liaison O�cer in the National Police Force for incorporation into the internationally distributed 
database of Stolen and Lost Travel Documents (SLTD) prepared by Interpol. This exchange of informa-
tion is highly recommended.

The Travel Document Section reported many physical constraints on their operations, and these 
concerns were con�rmed during the �eld visit to the site.

There is only one passport processing and production facility for the country with no disaster recovery 
capacity. A second, remote, site with back up equipment and blank document storage capacity is needed 
to allow prompt re-establishment of data and production should a major problem arise in the main site.

Bulk storage of blank passport stocks is impressively secure, with a strong room requiring three o�cers 
each with their own key to obtain access. However, there was no lockable storage for working stocks of 
passports (up to 500 at a time) after removal from bulk storage until their release as personalised 
passports.

Additional booklets are provided by the European supplier on a regular bi-annual basis, not on the basis 
of stocks on-hand. At the time of visit by the review team, stocks on Maldives hand were down to less 
than 1,000 and new supplies were understood to be on the way, but not yet received. It would be useful 
to review the re-order process to ensure that a low stock level alert is set to trigger re-ordering ahead of 
the current calendar schedule, and which allows ample time for binding and delivery by the supplier.

The Travel Document Section operates in cramped conditions with limited storage furniture. Large 
numbers of shrink-wrapped blank superseded Maldivian passports are stored on the �oor in the section. 
In addition, boxes of cancelled Maldivian passports ready for destruction are stored under the counter in 
the front of the section. The destruction process requires sign-o� and witnessing from independent 
agencies in government, which proves di�cult to coordinate. Apart from these secure documents, 
numerous papers and application forms ready for �ling litter the work area.

Be of high quality colour
(black and white photos are not acceptable)

Have appropriate brightness and contrast

Clarity, Focus, Brightness, Contrast & Colour
The photograph you submit must:

Have a strong de�nition between the face and background

Have the entire face in focus
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Documentation of the passport process should also formalise the requirement of separation of 
duties, and the access control capabilities of the production system should be used to ensure that 
no passport can be issued without the involvement of two o�cers (the four eyes principle). (At 
present, o�cers can complete one task, log out, and then log in again to complete further tasks.)

Documentation of procedures would also allow policies to be set where they currently do not exist. 
For example, uncollected passports are held behind the o�cers at the counter. No formal policy 
exists to determine how long such passports should be held, or to direct the action to be taken to 
dispose of uncollected passports.

A copy of the ICAO Self Assessment of Security of Handling and Issuance package will be made 
available to the section head for his action.
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With the tight processing requirements of same day passport processing, and the limited space 
and lack of storage cabinets, it is understandable that the work area appears crowded and 
cluttered. The Department is seeking to gain more �oor space for the Travel Document Section, 
but in the meantime, e�orts to make use of o�-site storage elsewhere in the Department, and a 
general de-cluttering of the work area would be of great bene�t.

In particular, passport application forms need to be routinely �led and securely stored, as these 
papers form an important component of the internal controls over passport issue.

Access to the Travel Document Section is not controlled. The review team was advised that key-pad 
locks have been requested for the doors to the section. Such security is important for the section. Once 
installed, only o�cers with a business need to access the section should be permitted in the area 
unescorted.

The process of considering passport applications and the subsequent document production process 
is not well documented. The separate steps – lodgement and fee collection, identity veri�cation, 
passport production, QA, biometric capture and document release – are noted in the o�ce-use 
portion of the application form, and the steps are generally initialled by four separate o�cers involved 
in each passport. However there was limited understand of the actual decision making process (is the 
applicant entitled to a passport?) and while a division of duties occurred naturally in the course of 
passport processing, there was a poor grasp of the importance of this division as an internal control.

It would be very useful for the passport consideration and production process to be documented as a 
sta� direction. Authority for the grant of passports and the power to hold the passport in certain 
circumstances is contained in section 6 of the Maldives Immigration Act. In the absence of more 
detailed legal provisions, the importance of a clear direction to sta� on the objectives of the process 
and their individual responsibilities is even greater than usual. Such documentation would provide a 
basis for the setting of performance standards and allow the senior o�cer to monitor actual perfor-
mance against those standards. Documentation would also provide the basis for sta� training.
 

Figure 10 Secure storage container -
bulk stocks, blank passports

Figure 11 Passports work area

Recommendations :

Bio-data imported from the National Identity Card system should be “locked” in the passport 
system and any amendment required by citizens should be requested and processed in the 
National Identity Card system. Security settings in the passport system should be adjusted to 
prevent any changes to bio-data imported from the National Identity Card System. If such a 
security change is not possible, an additional step should be added to QA checking to ensure 
passport bio-data matches National Identity Card data.

Should a future review of the National Identity Card system be undertaken, the Department of 
Immigration and Emigration should consider proposing the incorporation of a biometric 
compatible with that used in the passport system.

Recent concerns over the quality of the printed passport photograph should be promptly 
referred to the printer manufacture so that the problems can be addressed.

Industry-standard software exists to ensure that passport photographs scanned into the 
passport system meet ICAO standards and other software exists to assist in ensuring high 
quality �ngerprint records are collected. The Travel Document Section should obtain such 
software in order maintain a high standard of identity information.

Training and development needs to be undertaken to upgrade technical and managerial 
awareness of the security aspects of data stored on the passport chip. In particular, there 
needs to be a greater understanding of Public Key Information processes, and the storage and 
dissemination of the Country Signing Certi�cation Authority (CSCA), which is the means of 
assuring other immigration of the trustworthiness of the data stored on the chip.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration should establish protocols for passing 
information on lost and stolen Maldivian passports to the Interpol Liaison O�cer in the 
National Police Service for incorporation into the internationally distributed database of such 
documents prepared by Interpol.

A second, remote, passport processing and production site with back up equipment and blank 
document storage capacity should be established to ensure passport data is safe and produc-
tion can continue should a major problem arise in the main site.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
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Physical security in passport processing and production should be improved in the following 
areas:

(a)  Access to the processing area should be restricted to sta� with a business need to be in  
            the area,
(b) Secure storage facilities for working stocks of passports (up to 500 at a time) should be 
            provided and used,
(c)  Superseded passport blanks and cancelled passports should be promptly destroyed in 
           accordance with local directions on secure document disposal,
(d)      Passport application forms should be �led promptly after passport issue and securely 
           stored so as to provide an important component of the internal controls over passport issue.

A stock control process should be introduced with a re-order trigger point set at a high 
enough level to ensure that additional stocks can be produced by the supplier and delivered 
to the Maldives before stocks on hand fall to a critical level.

Passport processing and production requirements need to be documented in the form of a 
formal Sta� Direction. In the absence of a detailed passport law, it is important that matters 
such as eligibility for a passport, grounds for cancellation, as well as processing requirements 
be clearly documented.

The principle of division of duties in passport production should be one important component 
of the Sta� Direction on passport processing and production. Access controls in the IRIS 
passport processing system should be enforced, so that the current process whereby an 
o�cer can get around the division of duties restriction by logging-o� and then logging-on 
again.

The copy of the ICAO Self Assessment of Security of Handling and Issuance package will be 
provided by the review team to the section head who should complete the review and that 
the appropriate action to improve security where indicated.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

 Humanitarian processes and tra�cking

 Citizenship processing

 Health & character checking systems

The Maldives is a signatory to neither the 1951 UN Convention on the Status of Refugees nor the 
associated 1967 Protocol. There have been no recent reported claims for humanitarian assistance 
in the country.

Tra�cking issues are of some concern to the Maldives. The very large pool of unskilled expatriate 
labour in the country and the estimated 50,000 foreigners who do not have legal status to be in the 
country, provides grounds for concern over possible exploitation. For these reasons, the country 
was ranked as a Tier 2 Watch List country on the 2011 report of the US State Department’s Tra�ck-
ing in Persons Report.

A law designed to criminalise human tra�cking is currently being drafted with assistance from the 
Australian Attorney General’s Department and is expected to be ready for consideration by 
government in 2012.

The administrative response from both DoIE and the Ministry of Human Resources has been 
constructive. Immigration promoted a campaign to assist expatriate workers who wished to return 
home, and received some 8,000 responses. Human Resources initiated a campaign to assist expa-
triate workers �nd a legitimate employer to allow them to regularise their status, and received 
16,000 responses.

The broader response to these issues will need to cover both policy issues (eg. how to accurately 
identify labour market needs) and administrative (how to ensure that foreign workers do not 
become vulnerable to exploitation due to visa expiry or lack of capacity to organise return travel). 
Until now there have been a number of gaps in procedures that enable fraudulent recruitment 
practices including employers acquiring quotas to which they are not entitled. While transferring 
responsibility for visas and quotas to DoIE will go some way to addressing this problem, DoIE will 
have to work closely with the Ministry of Human Resources who still maintain responsibility for 
monitoring of workplaces.

A workshop on human tra�cking was organised by IOM with DoIE on behalf of the US Government 
in October 2011. The forty participants from across government agencies and civil society came up 
with a number of recommendations at that time, a number of which will be implemented by the 
Government over the coming months. These recommendations are included as an annex to this 
report. (See also the section on work visas and quotas later in this chapter.)

Citizenship processing responsibility lies with the Ministry of Foreign A�airs.

Children of Maldivian parents are citizens, as de�ned by Article 9 of the Constitution.

Residents may acquire citizenship after a period of residence under provisions of the Citizenship 
Law. In practice, this provision is most commonly used by persons who have married a Maldivian.

As the citizenship decision is based partly on the duration of residence, and as residence records 
are held by DoIE, close liaison is maintained between the two departments during the decision 
making process.

The Maldives Immigration Act (s.8) provides that persons seeking entry to the country must be of 
good health. While the law refers only to entry decision, in practice this provision is applied to all visa 
decision, most importantly, to the work visa decisions which are made after entry. Indeed, the Regula-
tion on Expatriate Employment which governs work permit processing, speci�cally envisages the 
health check occurring after arrival (Reg. 13 (b)).

The result is unsatisfactory. Should a visa applicant be found to be su�ering from tuberculosis, for 
example, treatment would need to be provided in the Maldives to ensure the person is not contagious 
before return travel could be considered. On the visa applicant’s side, health screening after arrival 
exposes the applicant to considerable expense and inconvenience should problems be identi�ed 
during on-shore health screening and the traveller is required to leave the country.

Senior DoIE o�cers recognised the problem and were looking for some form of o�shore visa process-
ing in response. As the vast majority of work visa applicants come from Bangladesh, this response 
would involve the posting of a visa processing o�cer to the country’s mission in Dhaka. The outcome 
is uncertain as there would be signi�cant costs involved and agreement from the host country would 
be needed.

An alternate arrangement would be to use a service delivery partner to provide health and character 
(police clearance) screening in Bangladesh prior to departure. Canada operates such a system in the 
Philippines, where IOM undertakes screening for health and con�rmation of skills quali�cations prior 
to departure of the expatriate workers. The cost of screening is paid at the time of screening by the 
employer/visa applicant on a user-pays basis. Such a solution presents no costs to the DoIE and while 
liaison with the host government would be appropriate, no formal diplomatic agreement is necessary.
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Recommendation 25:

Recommendation 26:

Detention and removal

Investigations and Intelligence activity

In order to ensure that work visa applicants satisfy the health and character requirement prior to 
travel to the Maldives, a service delivery partner-based health and character screening arrange-
ment be established in Bangladesh on a user-pays basis.

Character checking requirements are somewhat loosely determined in the Immigration Act. 
Section 8 of the act prevents entry to persons “on the run from justice in another country” and 
more generally to persons who may “disturb the peace, harmony or security” of the Maldives. 
Interestingly, the �rst phrasing suggests that a person who has served punishment for a crime 
elsewhere may not be prevented entry under this provision. In the case of a person convicted of 
child sex o�ences, for example, and where concerns exist that the person may re-o�end, the law 
is of limited help to a decision maker who wishes to deny entry.

Known persons of concern under the character checking requirement may be added to the watch-
list so border o�cer are aware of the background information at the time of making the entry 
decision. As discussed in the airport operations section above, the watchlist lacks information 
from international sources, which reduces its e�ectiveness in protecting the Maldives from travel-
lers of concern who could be considered for entry refusal under the character provisions.

The actual matching process in the Border Management System was not tested in view of the 
impending implementation of a replacement BMS in May 2012. It is important that the matching 
routine used by the BMS be more than literal letter-by-letter matching. Such literal matching will 
lead to many missed matches as many names have multiple spellings (Mohammed/Muhammad, 
Johnson/Johnston, Mackay/McKay). There are commercially available products that apply 
rule-based and phonetic-based routines to improve the matching outcome.

The work visa computer system was developed internally to meet a pressing need, and operates 
independently of the Border Management System. It was not apparent that the watchlist is 
integrated into this visa system. This issue was not pursued in view of the upcoming implementa-
tion of a fully integrated BMS system which the review team understands will contain a visa 
processing module.

The Maldives Immigration Act provides no explicit investigative powers to immigration o�cers. In 
practice, immigration o�cers respond to and investigate reports of breaches of immigration 
requirements. The Monitoring and Repatriation Unit has such tasks as its core responsibility.

The DoIE has limited physical resources, such as cars and other transport, to assist in investigative 
work, and relies on the Police Service for assistance. There is good cooperation between the two 
arms of the Home Ministry, and such work is an appropriate sharing of functions of two services.

With an estimated 50,000 persons in the country without a current visa, the challenge is large. In 
fact, unlike in other countries, many of the persons illegally resident wish to go home but lack the 
administrative skills or resources to leave.

Employers are required to pay a deposit su�cient to cover repatriation costs, but there have been 
variations in the application of this requirement, and it is not always possible to identify the funds 
to cover the cost of an individual repatriation. In addition, travel documents may not be acces-
sible, as they have expired, or not able to be accessed as they are held by some former employer 
or agent. The recent decision to transfer work permit processing from the Ministry of Human 
Resources to DoIE should allow for tighter management of the process, and provide greater assur-
ance that return travel is undertaken promptly at the end of employment contracts.

The Intelligence and Fraud Unit is a small work area that is producing impressive results. This unit 
has been successful in issuing Alert Notices and Incident Reports so that information gained from 
investigation, analysis or from outside liaison is e�ectively distributed to o�cers who need the 
information to carry out their duties.

The DoIE is active in regional fora such as the Bali Process meetings, and has been active in devel-
oping e�ective liaison links with regional partners.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration should continue to seek support and training 
opportunities for intelligence and document fraud o�cers and senior border o�cers in order to 
continue to improve the operations of this already e�ective group.

As mentioned in the previous section of this report, while there are some 50,000 person subject to 
removal from the Maldives, many, and perhaps the vast majority, are willing to return home but 
lack the capacity or resources to organise their return travel. The removal process is thus invariably 
one of assisted passage and not enforced deportation.

Most employers have paid a deposit that amply covers return travel for each employee, however 
there are di�culties in some cases in identifying the original employer and matching the deposit 
to the person. Travel documents may also be expired or unavailable. As a result, there can be a 
considerable amount of e�ort needed to assist return travel in some cases.

Detention facilities have been established on Hulhumale Island, which is accessible by road from 
the international airport. Residents are generally happy to take advantage of the food and shelter 
o�ered in the facility while waiting for their departure to occur. There were around 50 persons 
resident when the review team visited.

The facilities are very basic. An Immigration O�cer is stationed at the facility, but has no o�ce, no 
computer and no communications facilities other than a personal mobile phone. Limited security 
is provided by a police presence, however continued presence of the residents must be consid-
ered voluntary.

Figure 12 Immigration detention facility Figure 13 Interior, Immigration detention facility
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Visa processing and management issues

While the duration of stay is generally short, travel arrangements may take some time, with the 
longest term resident having lived in the facility for four months before return travel was achieved.

Resources to support the operation of the facility are very limited. In order to install a water pump 
to the ablution block, immigration o�cers made voluntary contributions to meet the cost. In the 
same voluntary way, o�cers have provided a small aviary with caged birds and some rabbits to 
soften the otherwise bleak conditions. Such goodwill measures of departmental o�cers should be 
highly commended.

DoIE o�cers need assistance to improve aspects of the operation of the centre, such as the provi-
sion of some form of activities program for residents; access to international call facilities; and 
improved medical and nutritional services.

At present there is no cost recovery for food and other expenses during residence. The review 
team suggested that a notional daily charge be developed, and the cost recovered from the 
deposit lodged by the employer. The deposit is intended to cover removal costs, and support in 
the detention facility prior to removal is a cost to the country. It may be possible to reach agree-
ment with the Maldives Inland Revenue Authority for a portion of the recovered costs to be 
re-allocated to the centre to deliver some improvements to the very basic conditions in the facility.

The Maldives Immigration Act de�nes 8 types of visa:

 Tourist Visa

 Diplomatic Visa

 Student Visa

 Business Visa

 Dependant Visa

 Work Visa

 Resident Visa

 Special Visa

The scope of the �rst seven of these visas is self explanatory.

The Special Visa covers a range of purposes for being in the Maldives:

Humanitarian work

Continued medical treatment after an initial visa expires

To pursue legal proceedings in order to seek a right

Where a government authority considers it imperative that a foreign national whose visa has 
expired remain in the country

Social, economic and cultural programs in association with Maldivians

Employees of foreign diplomatic missions without diplomatic status

Children of a foreign spouse who are under the age of 18.

Of the 8 types of visa, only tourist and work visa generate signi�cant amounts of activity.

Tourist Visa

The Maldives has a universal visa-free travel arrangement, with fee-free tourist visa processing at the 
border. These visa settings make sense in an environment where tourists cause few immigration 
issues and where tourism generates almost one third of the nation’s GDP and two thirds of its foreign 
exchange receipts.

Tourist arrivals are not completely without problems, however. A recent exercise in which past 
movements were checked against a UK watchlist generated more than 800 hits. In recent years, 
between around 70 and 100 tampered or fraudulent passports have been identi�ed annually. Intelli-
gence analysis suggests that some travellers are using the visa-free travel arrangements of the 
Maldives to disguise the point of origin of travel in order to improve prospects of later entry into 
other countries, particularly in Europe.

While continued presence in the Maldives is not the objective of these travellers of concern, the DoIE 
has a strong desire to discourage abuse or misuse of their visa arrangements.

As discussed in Chapter 4, senior o�cers of DoIE have expressed an interest in introduction of an ETA, 
or electronic visa option (as recently introduced in neighbouring Sri Lanka) or Advanced Passenger 
Processing System (APP) as a measure to address abuse of the visa-free regime. However, neither ETA 
nor APP will assist the identi�cation of travellers of concern without a very signi�cant improvement 
in the content of the watchlist.

If an improved watchlist can be developed, the review team considered an APP system to be the 
preferred route for improving scrutiny of travellers. APP systems operate in a number of countries, and 
most airline Departure Control Systems (DCSs) have an APP module with the capacity to collect 
biodata and transfer information to the receiving country’s Border Management System. The APP 
system imposes no additional cost on travellers and is e�ectively transparent to all but those travellers 
who trigger an alert, while still enabling DoIE to prevent travel to the Maldives of travellers of concern.

Figure 14 Maldives resort
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Should the Department of Immigration and Emigration develop a more e�ective watchlist and 
wish to improve scrutiny of inbound travellers prior to travel, the implementation of an Advanced 
Passenger Processing (APP) system be considered as an e�ective solution that limits the negative 
impact on genuine travellers.

Work Visa

Issues surrounding the work visa form the most complex policy and operational issues facing the 
DoIE. Some 100,000 expatriate workers are in the Maldives on work visas and an additional 
estimated 50,000 remain in the country after expiry of their work visa.

The broader policy issues relating to expatriate labour generally, as noted in Chapter 4, are a 
whole-of-Government issue. These issues include:

How many expatriate workers are needed,
What employment categories should be �lled by imported labour
How long should expatriate workers be permitted to stay in the Maldives, and
What steps should be taken to prevent social problems associated with a large, long term 
foreign resident population.

Such issues are beyond the scope of this review, but remain very pressing issues for the 
government to address.

Operational issues related to work visas also present many challenges to DoIE and to the country 
more generally. As a decision has been made to transfer major parts of the process from Ministry 
of Human Resources, Youth & Sports (MHRYS) to DoIE, the review team has not investigated in 
detail the soon-to-be changed processes. As the revised arrangements will remain guided by 
existing law and regulations, the analysis below focuses on those legal requirements and exam-
ines how processes might best be applied to deliver e�ective outcomes. 

The process of getting authority to employ expatriate labour and the issue of a work permit is 
governed by the Regulation on Expatriate Employment in the Republic of Maldives which is issued 
under the joint authority of the Employment Act (2/2008) and the Immigration Act.

The �rst step in the process of employing expatriate labour is to apply for “quota” as per the Regu-
lation on Expatriate Employment. Quotas are set according to a formula contained in the Guide-
lines for Issuing Quotas for Expatriate Employment and are based on the nature and size of the 
business. Quota is approval for an employer to employ a de�ned number of expatriate workers for 
a de�ned (and limited) period – what might be known as approval of an employer to sponsor a 
visa applicant in other jurisdictions. However an important distinction to note is that there 
appears to be no power in the regulation to assess the employer as a sponsor. For example, an 
employer who has failed to comply with requirements in the past cannot be prevented from 
importing more workers.

It appears that “quota” has become a marketable commodity. The review team was made aware 
of instances of quota being traded from one employer to another, and other instances of an 
employer becoming aware that the company had quota approval without ever applying for or 
using such approval.

The transfer of responsibility for quota decision-making from MHRYS to an interministerial 
committee provides an opportunity to review processes and to ensure that quota decision 
making is transparent and rigorous. However, the broader issue of e�ective labour market analysis 
needs to be fed into the process to deliver an e�ective outcome.

Recommendation 27: Recommendation 28:

There needs to be close coordination between the part of government responsible for labour 
market planning and DoIE decision making on quotas for expatriate employees. Labour market 
information needs to be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that quota decisions continue to 
re�ect current workforce needs. This needs to be combined with stronger regulation of recruit-
ment agencies and procedures.

The second step in the expatriate employment process is to apply for a work permit as per the 
requirements of the Regulation on Expatriate Employment. While the quota approval in e�ect 
authorises jobs to be �lled by an expatriate worker, the work permit authorises a particular person 
to �ll one of the positions in the quota.

The Regulation on Expatriate Employment (Reg 10) calls, in some circumstances, for limited 
testing of the local labour market at the work permit stage by advertising the vacancy. It was 
unclear to the review team how e�ective this process has been in protecting the employment 
opportunities of Maldivians.

Apart from the limited requirement to advertise, noted in the previous paragraph, the regulations 
governing work permits seem perfunctory. For example, there is no requirement to check skills 
levels or employment quali�cations.

While the work permit grant could, in theory, occur prior to travel to the Maldives, it is clear in the 
Regulations and in practice, that in virtually all cases the work permit is applied for, and granted, 
after arrival in the Maldives. The Regulations allow 15 days from arrival for this process. In particu-
lar, the health check is a post-arrival requirement (Reg 13 (b)). As discussed in Health and Character 
Checking Systems earlier in this chapter, medical screening prior to arrival would be of bene�t to 
both the public health objectives of the country and to the individual visa applicant.

The third step in the process is to apply for a work visa which is considered under the authority of 
the Maldives Immigration Act. The law merely requires the applicant to hold a valid work permit 
to be granted a work visa.

There seems to be much overlap and duplication in the work permit/work visa area. The decision 
to place responsibility for the work permit/work visa in the one agency provides an opportunity to 
rationalise and simplify the process. More e�ort could be directed at ensuring the integrity of the 
overall process, and less e�ort on duplicated application forms, permit cards and visa endorsements.

The work permit process involves two substantial payments:
A deposit (currently 8,000 ru�yaa or more than US$500) which is held by the government to 
cover any cost incurred in removal of the expatriate, and
A work visa fee of 250 ru�yaa per month (a little over US$15) for every month of the duration 
of the work visa.

The Regulation on Expatriate Employment states that the employer is responsible for all costs 
associated with the return of the expatriate at the end of the employment in the Maldives. To 
protect the government from avoidable expenditure, the Regulation provides for payment of a 
deposit to be held by the government for each expatriate worker. This deposit arrangement is a very 
e�ective tool that greatly assists DoIE in managing the departure of expatriate workers after employ-
ment has ceased. The amount of the deposit is reported to be amply su�cient to cover airline ticket 
costs, and, as noted in the section reporting on detention and removal, above, there is also scope for 
food and support costs of those held in detention prior to removal to be recovered from the deposit.
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Unfortunately, in the past there seems to have been some variations in the process for collecting 
and recording the deposits paid, and DoIE o�cers report that it is not always possible to match a 
particular expatriate with a deposit held by the government. In the revision of processes made 
possible by centralising work permit activities in DoIE, it will be particularly important to establish 
consistent, transparent arrangements for holding deposits, and associating each deposit with the 
expatriate worker intended to be covered by the deposit.

The regulatory requirement for employers to lodge a deposit with the government to cover any 
repatriations costs incurred by the government is a simple, e�ective and transparent policy. In 
establishing centralised work permit processes in DoIE it will be important to develop arrange-
ments for the management of deposits to ensure that expatriates do not become stranded, and 
that the government is not exposed to costs that are, by law, the responsibility of the employer.
 
 

The decision to centralise work permit and work visa administration in DoIE provides an opportu-
nity to review broad policy settings relating to expatriate employment and to review and rational-
ise administrative arrangements. The decision was announced while the review team was in the 
Maldives, and senior o�cer meetings had commenced before the team completed its visit. While 
administrative arrangements have been centralised, important stakeholders outside DoIE need to 
be engaged in the policy review and administrative rationalisation process.

The review team was advised that guidelines exist for the storage and disposal of signi�cant docu-
ments, such as blank and cancelled passport documents, but those guidelines seemed to be 
di�cult to apply. There seemed to be less regard for the importance of secure storage of other 
documents, such as application forms.

As noted in the passports section of chapter 5, above, bulk storage of passport blanks was impres-
sive. The Travel Document Section has a secure storage facility that requires three o�cers with 
three keys to access.

The Travel Document Section also advised that there were protocols to be observed in the 
destruction of passport blanks and cancelled passports, which required sign-o� from o�cers in 
other agencies who must also be involved in witnessing the destruction of the documents. While 
such protocols are useful and necessary, the result has been less than e�ective. The requirements 
of the protocol seem to have been di�cult to fully achieve and the sensitive documents that have 
not been destroyed have been left in a less than secure environment.

Senior o�cers of DoIE need to review arrangements for destruction of sensitive documents such 
as passports and either �nd ways of routinely complying with current requirements, or consult 
with stakeholders in relevant agencies to revise the protocols so that they become e�ective.

Recommendation 29:

Recommendation 30:

Closing comments on expatriate employment

Document security (storage, recording, distribution, features)

The Work Visa Section, on request, holds large numbers of passports of expatriate workers in order 
that the travel documents may be readily available for travel. All travel documents in the custody 
of the department, whether Maldivian or expatriate, should be considered as requiring secure 
storage. At present, the expatriate worker travel documents are provided with some security by 
being stored in cabinets in an o�ce in the Work Visa Section. However security should be 
improved by the provision of suitable secure storage cabinets. In addition, a standard working 
protocol needs to be developed and introduced, such that all travel documents not needed for 
immediate use by an o�cer are held in secure storage.

The security of storage of client travel documents held by DoIE needs to be improved by the provi-
sion of appropriate secure storage cabinets. A Sta� Direction needs to be developed and implemented 
to ensure that all travel documents not in immediate use by o�cers, are held in secure storage.

Other documents held by DoIE require care and security in storage. Applications forms for 
passports and visas form an important part of the internal controls over decision making. Applica-
tion forms need to be readily available for management or audit review to provide assurance that 
the decision making process was regular and compliant with the law and administrative proce-
dures. The review team did not make detailed enquiries about storage of application forms and 
documents, but there seemed to be a lack of management direction over their storage. As has 
been mentioned elsewhere in this report, there is a lack of management focus on performance 
monitoring and review. Once this aspect of the management role becomes routine, the need for 
e�ective storage of source documents should become obvious and receive the attention needed.

Source documents, such as visa and passport application forms are vital in the management and 
audit review of activities and performance. As part of the process of introducing routine perfor-
mance monitoring and review in DoIE, arrangements for the e�ective and secure storage of docu-
ments need to be developed, documented and introduced.

Recommendation 31:

Recommendation 32:

Figure 15 Storage cabinet, expatriate worker passports
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Information Technology Management
Chapter 6

The Department of Immigration and Emigration has been active in sourcing the IT tools necessary 
for e�ective operations of its various work areas.

A computerised Border Management System has been in place since 2003 and is about to replaced 
with a more sophisticated system. The passport system, installed in 2007, produces ICAO compli-
ant e-passports.

The IT environment is supported by a small IT section sta�ed by immigration o�cers on rotation 
from other duties. While these o�cers are enthusiastic and have sought to improve their skills, 
more needs to be done to ensure a stable and productive IT environment.

The review team suggests that e�orts be made to source appropriate training for the IT Section 
sta� while at the same time steps are taken to source external IT support from service providers, or 
from the vendors of the systems in place.

Overview of IT environment to support the border management business processes

Architectural overview including hardware and software at head o�ce and border checkpoints;

Overview of application tools and operating platform;

IT security environment (application access, data capture, storage, archiving, backup, etc features);

Management and administration of the IT environment (including platform, licensing, technical 
support, database administration, system performance);

IT Change and Release Management frameworks;

IT Testing capabilities and environment;

IT skill set.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration operates a comparatively sophisticated IT 
environment, and is about to implement an upgraded Border Management System. The level of IT 
human resources in DoIE is a limiting factor, but the IT outcomes being achieved are impressive.

The department operates the following major systems:

A computerised Border Management System at major ports dating from 2003 (not present at three 
smaller seaports where immigration border clearance necessarily occurs without reference to the 
watchlist on the BMS. O�cers at these ports must fax data to another site for data entry),

A computerised e-Passport Production system and database dating from 2007, which is integrated 
into the BMS at borders,

An internally developed visa processing system which is not linked to the BMS, and

An intranet available to most desktops

A new and more sophisticated Border Management System has been delayed by a government 
decision. In view of the uncertainty surrounding the change to the most important IT system in the 
department, the review team did not investigate IT arrangements in depth.

 Chapter summary (developed in line with objectives in Ch. 1)

 Issues and recommendations covering the following:

A small IT Section supports the IT environment of the department. The four sta� of this section are 
career immigration o�cers and do not have formal IT quali�cations. The review team was 
impressed with the adaptability of these o�cers, and their willingness to improve their IT skills 
and their strong desire to e�ectively support the IT environment of their colleagues.

The e�ectiveness of these IT Section o�cers is vital to the operation of the IT systems of the 
department. Backups need to be carried out to ensure that the data of the department is 
preserved. Routine maintenance of database and application software needs to be implemented. 
Hardware needs to be monitored and replacement schedules considered. Much of this work 
needs to be done outside standard working hours, and IT sta� need to respond to system 
interruptions or other urgent requests outside standard working hours.

In an ideal situation, the department would employ skilled IT o�cers, however the labour market 
for such skills is tight. In the absence of specialist sta�, it would be highly bene�cial for current IT 
O�cers to be supported in access to appropriate software, network and hardware training oppor-
tunities.

In addition, it may be possible to outsource some aspects of IT support to a local IT company on a 
part-time contract basis. This option depends on the availability of such resources, and the review 
team was not in a position to pursue such enquiries.

There is also potential for the vendors of software systems to have an ongoing support relation-
ship with the department. The review team was not aware of the contractual arrangements envis-
aged for the new Border Management System, but consideration could be given to working with 
suppliers to ensure systems are e�ectively supported.

The IT environment of the Department of Immigration and Emigration has become so essential to 
the operations of the department that the need to upgrade the skills of IT support sta� must be 
addressed. A specialist IT training needs analysis needs to be undertaken, and o�cers should be 
given access to training opportunities to meet the needs identi�ed. Consideration should also be 
given to outsourcing support on a contractual basis, or to developing an ongoing support 
arrangement with suppliers of specialist software system. In view of the 24/7 operations of the IT 
environment, IT support needs to be readily available outside standard working hours.

Consideration also needs to be given to disaster recovery facilities. Application and database 
backups need to be made to remote sites, and su�cient hardware needs to be available in a 
separate facility to ensure that systems can continue to operate if a major malfunction or 
disruption occurs at the main site.

Thee review team was advised that the Passport system is particularly vulnerable in this 
regard (see the passport section of chapter 5). The review team is not aware of disaster recov-
ery arrangements planned for the new Border Management System.

In recognition of the fundamental importance of reliable IT systems operation to the department, 
consideration needs to be given to disaster recovery planning and to the development of an 
o�site disaster recovery facility to ensure that IT operations can quickly recover from a major 
malfunction or disruption.

Recommendation 33:

Recommendation 34:
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Findings and Outcomes Strategy
Chapter 7

The recommendations made in the main text of the report have been grouped to better re�ect the 
issues involved and the functional areas likely to be responsible for pursuing the necessary changes.

Border Control, Intelligence and Security

Key issues here relate to the need for improvements to the watchlist used at the border, continued 
training for o�cers, and improved inter-agency cooperation and coordination.

Security related inter-agency cooperation and coordination in the Maldives would be greatly 
enhanced by the creation of a Security Committee convened by a senior o�cial outside the 
individual agencies involved and preferably in the President’s O�ce.

The watchlist in the Border Management System needs to become more relevant and useful by 
incorporation of data from external sources such as the Interpol database of lost and stolen travel 
documents and information gathered from regional partners.

As part of the implementation of the new Border Management System (BMS), on-line access to the 
system should be made available to seaport o�cers at all authorised seaports if technically 
possible. In addition, portable BMS equipment allowing access to the watchlist while boarding 
vessels should be made available so the o�cers may make informed clearance decisions.

 Summary of key �ndings and recommendations

More suspected Somali pirates can be expected to land in the Maldives in the future and the 
Government and, in the absence of being able to repatriate them, should consider alternative 
options to ensure against leaving them in legal limbo.

Improved cooperation and information sharing between border agencies would improve the 
capacity of individual agencies to meet their respective goals. In order to achieve more e�ective 
interactions, this review recommends implementation of a formal process along the lines of the 
Integrated Border Management model used successfully elsewhere, particularly in Europe. 
Possible implementation of an Advanced Passenger Information System in the Maldives provides 
a vehicle for demonstrating the bene�ts of information sharing and inter-agency cooperation.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration should continue to seek support and training 
opportunities for intelligence and document fraud o�cers in order to continue to improve the 
operations of this already e�ective group.

Should the Department of Immigration and Emigration develop a more e�ective watchlist and 
wish to improve scrutiny of inbound travellers prior to travel, the implementation of an Advanced 
Passenger Processing (APP) system be considered as an e�ective solution that limits the negative 
impact on genuine travellers.

Expatriate worker issues

The entry and stay of expatriate workers form an area of major policy and operational concern. 
The government decided to transfer work permit operations to DoIE after this review began. It is 
likely that the DoIE response to this issue will be further developed by the time of the follow-up 
workshop in May and further recommendations will result.

In order to ensure that work visa applicants satisfy the health requirement prior to travel to the 
Maldives, a service delivery partner-based health screening arrangement be established in 
Bangladesh on a user-pays basis.

There needs to be close coordination between the part of government responsible for labour 
market planning and DoIE decision making on quotas for expatriate employees. Labour market 
information needs to be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that quota decisions continue to 
re�ect current workforce needs.

The regulatory requirement for employers to lodge a deposit with the government to cover any 
repatriations costs incurred by the government is a simple, e�ective and transparent policy. In 
establishing centralised work permit processes in DoIE it will be important to develop arrange-
ments for the management of deposits to ensure that expatriates do not become stranded, and 
that the government is not exposed to costs that are, by law, the responsibility of the employer.

 Recommendation 11: (Refer Page 24)

 Recommendation 12: (Refer Page 25)

 Recommendation 26: (Refer Page 34)

 Recommendation 25: (Refer Page 33)

 Recommendation 28: (Refer Page 38)

 Recommendation 29: (Refer Page 39)

 Recommendation 27: (Refer Page 37)

 Recommendation 8: (Refer Page 18)

 Recommendation 9: (Refer Page 22)

 Recommendation 10: (Refer Page 23)
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Passport Production

While the passport production area produces a high quality travel document within an impressive 
same-day service standard, there are a range of aspects raised in the following recommendations 
that would serve to improve operations and security.
Most signi�cant is the need to “lock” the personal data imported from the National Identity Card 
system as the source of assurance of identity.

Bio-data imported from the National Identity Card system should be “locked” in the passport 
system and any amendment required by citizens should be requested and processed in the 
National Identity Card system. Security settings in the passport system should be adjusted to 
prevent any changes to bio-data imported from the National Identity Card System. If such a 
security change is not possible, an additional step should be added to QA checking to ensure 
passport bio-data matches National Identity Card data.

Should a future review of the National Identity Card system be undertaken, the Department of 
Immigration and Emigration should consider proposing the incorporation of a biometric compat-
ible with that used in the passport system.

Recent concerns over the quality of the printed passport photograph should be promptly referred 
to the printer manufacture so that the problems can be addressed.

Industry-standard software exists to ensure that passport photographs scanned into the passport 
system meet ICAO standards and other software exists to assist in ensuring high quality �ngerprint 
records are collected. The Travel Document Section should obtain such software in order maintain 
a high standard of identity information.

Training and development needs to be undertaken to upgrade technical and managerial aware-
ness of the security aspects of data stored on the passport chip. In particular, there needs to be a 
greater understanding of Public Key Information processes, and the storage and dissemination of 
the Country Signing Certi�cation Authority (CSCA), which is the means of assuring other immigra-
tion of the trustworthiness of the data stored on the chip.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration should establish protocols for passing informa-
tion on lost and stolen Maldivian passports to the Interpol Liaison O�cer in the National Police 
Service for incorporation into the internationally distributed database of such documents 
prepared by Interpol.

A second, remote, passport processing and production site with back up equipment and blank 
document storage capacity should be established to ensure passport data is safe and production 
can continue should a major problem arise in the main site.

Physical security in passport processing and production should be improved in the following 
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areas:
(a)  Access to the processing area should be restricted to sta� with a business need to be in the area,

(b) Secure storage facilities for working stocks of passports (up to 500 at a time) should be provided 
       and used,

(c) Superseded passport blanks and cancelled passports should be promptly destroyed in accor
     dance with local directions on secure document disposal,

(d) Passport application forms should be �led promptly after passport issue and securely stored so 
      as to provide an important component of the internal controls over passport issue.

A stock control process should be introduced with a re-order trigger point set at a high enough 
level to ensure that additional stocks can be produced by the supplier and delivered to the 
Maldives before stocks on hand fall to a critical level.

Passport processing and production requirements need to be documented in the form of a formal 
Sta� Direction. In the absence of a detailed passport law, it is important that matters such as 
eligibility for a passport, grounds for cancellation, as well as processing requirements be clearly 
documented.

The principle of division of duties in passport production should be one important component of 
the Sta� Direction on passport processing and production. Access controls in the IRIS passport 
processing system should be enforced, so that the current process whereby an o�cer can get 
around the division of duties restriction by logging-o� and then logging-on again.

The copy of the ICAO Self Assessment of Security of Handling and Issuance package will be 
provided by the review team to the section head who should complete the review and that the 
appropriate action to improve security where indicated.

Administration and IT
There is a pressing need to develop planning, performance management, and �nancial skills and 
activities of senior o�cers to ensure that the sound technical operations and outputs of DoIE are 
sustained. In addition, the technical training e�ort directed to both current o�cers and new 
recruits needs to be reinvigorated.

With the transfer of the work permit function to DoIE, it would be appropriate to review organisa-
tional structure and lines of control to ensure adequate management attention is able to be directed 
to all areas of responsibility. Once completed, an organisation chart depicting areas of responsibility 
and lines of control should be developed and disseminated throughout the department.

 Recommendation 20:

 Recommendation 21:

 Recommendation 22:

 Recommendation 23:

 Recommendation 24:

 Recommendation 1: (Refer Page 08)

 Recommendation 13:

 Recommendation 14:

 Recommendation 15:

 Recommendation 16:

 Recommendation 17:

 Recommendation 18:

 Recommendation 19:
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The Department of Immigration and Emigration needs to develop planning and management 
skills of senior o�cers and implement a coherent planning and performance management 
strategy in the department.

There is scope to review the level of fees and �nes charged by DoIE. Such a review could maintain 
the fee free regime for tourist visas while increasing charges for other services, leading to a situa-
tion where fee revenue matched operating costs of the department.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration and the Maldives Inland Revenue Agency have 
established sensible arrangements that reduce the cash handling required of DoIE sta�. The two 
agencies should review remaining areas where cash is collected at DoIE and look for ways to trans-
fer revenue collection to Maldives Inland Revenue, or as a minimum step, limit revenue collection 
at DoIE to non-cash forms of payment.

In recognition of the importance of training and sta� development for the continued e�ective 
operation of the Department of Immigration and Emigration, senior management should ensure 
that priority is given to the assessment of training needs and resources are made available for the 
delivery of appropriate training in response to those needs.

Senior o�cers of DoIE need to review arrangements for destruction of sensitive documents such 
as passports and either �nd ways of routinely complying with current requirements, or consult 
with stakeholders in relevant agencies to revise the protocols so that they become e�ective.

The security of storage of client travel documents held by DoIE needs to be improved by the provi-
sion of appropriate secure storage cabinets. A Sta� Direction needs to be developed and implemented 
to ensure that all travel documents not in immediate use by o�cers, are held in secure storage.

Source documents, such as visa and passport application forms are vital in the management and 
audit review of activities and performance. As part of the process of introducing routine perfor-
mance monitoring and review in DoIE, arrangements for the e�ective and secure storage of docu-
ments need to be developed, documented and introduced.

The IT environment of the Department of Immigration and Emigration has become so essential to 
the operations of the department that the need to upgrade the skills of IT support sta� must be 
addressed. A specialist IT training needs analysis needs to be undertaken, and o�cers should be 
given access to training opportunities to meet the needs identi�ed. Consideration should also be 
given to outsourcing support on a contractual basis, or to developing an ongoing support arrange-
ment with suppliers of specialist software system. In view of the 24/7 operations of the IT environ-
ment, IT support needs to be readily available outside standard working hours.

In recognition of the fundamental importance of reliable IT systems operation to the department, 
consideration needs to be given to disaster recovery planning and to the development of an 
o�site disaster recovery facility to ensure that IT operations can quickly recover from a major 
malfunction or disruption.

Legislative framework

Current legislation is limited in coverage and fails to provide authority for initiatives under consid-
eration to improve border security and control over the presence of non-citizens in the country

The Maldives Immigration Act should be reviewed and consideration given to the development of 
a revised law which provides authority for the activities of the Department of Immigration and 
Emigration necessary to carry out its roles and responsibilities. In view of the prospect of delays in 
consideration of a new law by the Majlis ((Parliament), consideration be given to the development 
of regulations under the existing law, where possible, to address priority issues. The Attorney 
General’s o�ce has indicated that external assistance with initial drafting would shorten the time 
taken to implement new law or regulations.

The Department of Immigration and Emigration should develop a set of written instructions for 
sta� setting out how the Immigration Law and Regulations should be interpreted and applied by 
sta�. These Sta� Directions will be a key resource in the planning and management of the 
department’s operations and will be a valuable resource in the training curricula.

 Recommendation 34: (Refer Page 42)

 Recommendation 6: (Refer Page 14)
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Program development and implementation strategy
Chapter 8

The draft report of this Migration and Border Management Assessment was considered by the 
Controller and a representative group of senior o�cers at a workshop in Male on 27 May 2012. This 
workshop enabled the review team to �nalise the report, and provided the senior o�cers with an 
opportunity for re�ection on the content and recommendations.

On the following day, the senior o�cers met again to consider and develop a strategic plan for the 
department, looking forward for a �ve year period. A �rst cut of a plan was developed on the day, 
and the Deputy Controller will continue the process in coming weeks to develop a formal plan for 
publication. While the planning day was convened under the aegis of the assessment process, and 
the content of this report provided essential data on the current position of the organisation, the 
session was facilitated by DoIE o�cers, and the resulting plan is very much owned by DoIE.

The review team is con�dent that DoIE will complete the planning process, and use the resulting 
plan to address the key issues identi�ed as priorities for the organisation. While many actions in 
response to the report will be within the capacity of DoIE to implement, in some areas external 
assistance is either going to be necessary, or will considerably enhance the capacity to implement 
the reform indicated.

The review team considers the following list of possible program responses as those in which 
external assistance could make maximum impact on improving migration and border manage-
ment in the Maldives.

Border Control, Intelligence and Security

Improve the e�ectiveness of the watchlist process as follows:

Develop an updated protocol for the process of identifying sources of information for the watchlist; 
adding, deleting and maintaining records on the watchlist; and ensuring the watchlist is available 
for border o�cers and other immigration o�cers for decision making.

In cooperation with the Maldives Police Service establish connectivity between the watchlist 
database and Interpol data.

External assistance to be provided in the form of short term inputs by an expert in border 
management matters, and an IT professional skilled in network and database connectivity.

Enhance inter-agency cooperation and e�ectiveness in the area of intelligence and border 
security by the following:

Assist the development of a whole-of-government Border Security Committee with senior o�cer 
representation from appropriate agencies and with the responsibility for coordination and informa-
tion sharing to promote border security.

Assist the creation of Border Management Committees at each port with representation from the 
senior o�cers of each border operating agency at the port, reporting to the Border Security 
Committee.

External assistance to be provided in the form of short term inputs by an expert with experience 
in inter-agency coordination in the border security sector.

Provide training in intelligence and document fraud to o�cers in the intelligence unit, and to 
selected o�cers at ports.

External assistance to be provided in the form of provision of several in-country training courses 
in intelligence and document fraud.

Provide training, operational support and �nancial assistance in the area of complex removals 
in order to e�ect the safe return of the group of Somali seamen/pirates currently stranded in
the country.

External assistance to be provided in the form of training and coaching by an expert in complex 
removals, and �nancial assistance in support of actual removal costs should removal be 
achieved.

Passport Production

Improve security over proof of identity and decision making in the passport production process 
by implementing minor system changes in the passport production system to:

“lock” identity information imported from the National ID card system, and

improve the access control system to require a division of duties in the passport decision making 
process

External assistance to be provided in the form of support in the development of the business 
requirements document for submission to the system provider for implementation. Support 
would be in the form of a short input by an expert familiar with the development of passport 
production systems.

In the absence of a Passport Law and in light of the limited coverage of passport issues in the 
Immigration Act, a binding sta� direction needs to be developed to direct sta� in all aspects of the 
passport process.

External assistance to be provided by an input by an expert in the management of the passport 
identity and production process to support the development of a detailed sta� direction.

To address the vulnerability of the current single passport production and data storage site, disas-
ter recovery capacity needs to be created by establishment of a second, remote, passport data 
storage and production facility.

External assistance to be provided in the form of an inputs by an expert in the management of 
passport production, and an expert in database management to develop the data backup protocols 
to develop the business requirements document necessary to initiate the system changes needed.

Improve the technical and managerial awareness of security aspects of biometric data stored on 
the chip of the ePassport, including greater understanding of Public Key Information processes 
and the storage and dissemination knowledge base and capacity of the Country Signing Certi�ca-
tion Authority (CSCA).

External assistance to be provided by training of senior passport o�cers and other senior managers 
by an expert in e-Passport security matters.

 Possible Program Responses

5.

6.

7.

8.

3.

4.

1.

2.
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Administration and IT

Improve the management and planning skills of senior o�cers.

External assistance to be provided in the form of management and planning training by courses 
delivered in-country or by supporting attendance at external courses; and by coaching of senior 
o�cers via short inputs by an immigration management expert.

Improve the training capacity of the DoIE by planning and implementing a full training cycle. Train-
ing needs should not be limited to immigration technical matters, but should cover IT skills, super-
vision, client service and other general training needs.

External assistance to be provided in the form of inputs by a training expert familiar with the 
immigration environment to analyse training needs, prepare a training plan and establish evalu-
ation processes to determine the e�ectiveness of the training delivered.

Improve document storage, archiving and destruction processes for managing records and docu-
ments held by the department.

External assistance to be provided in the form of an input by a records management expert to 
assist in the development and implementation of protocols for e�ective records management.

Border Management Information System

The existing Border Management Information System (BMIS) has signi�cant limitations, and e�ec-
tive border control in the Maldives requires an upgraded BMIS. At the time the �eld work for this 
assessment was conducted, a new BMIS was due to start progressive implementation from 1 May 
2012. Because of this imminent introduction, the review did not examine BMIS issues in any detail. 
However, implementation of the new system did not take place on 1 May, and the government has 
suspended the implementation process.

Once the current hiatus is resolved, and the previously planned system, or a replacement BMIS 
system, is installed in the Maldives, considerations need to be given to APIS/APP capacity (unless 
this capacity is delivered as part of the new BMIS).

Implement the capacity to screen passenger arrivals prior to arrival, and implement a process to 
prevent travel by persons of concern to the government of the Maldives by means of an APIS/APP 
process.

External assistance to be provided in the form of inputs by an expert in preparing business case 
documentation with experience in working with airlines and an expert in IT system develop-
ment in order to develop APIS/APP capacity in the BMIS and implement the necessary links with 
airlines �ying into the country.

Legislative framework

Support the development of a revision of immigration law through drafting of new regulations 
where feasible, and a revision of the law where necessary. This should include laws and regulations 
governing or related to expatriate employment.

External assistance to be provided in the form of an input by an expert with senior immigration 
management experience to determine areas needing legislative response, and an input by an 
expert legislative drafting o�cer to develop drafts for consideration.

Support the development of a broad range of policy direction documents, binding on o�cers, to 
ensure the law and regulations are implemented consistently and transparently,  the performance 
of o�cers is able to be monitored against objective standards, and which provide a basis for 
preparation of content for technical training.

External assistance to be provided in the form of inputs by a migration management expert to 
support senior o�cers in preparing and implementing the documents.

Employment of Foreign Nationals

Labour market needs

A wide range of stakeholders in private industry and government have stated that the quota 
guidelines are not re�ective of current economic needs. A labour market needs assessment was 
conducted in 2010. However the assessment was not comprehensive due to the logistical di�cul-
ties in assessing the numerous atolls and island resorts. The data collected was inadequate and 
the assessment only covered the capital Male.

Design/enhance Labour Market Information System (LMIS)

Assess existing institutional systems and capacities for collecting and analysing labour market 
information, if any, to determine how e�ective they are and what the gaps are;

Analyse the actual statistical information and data compiled that comprises labour market 
information, the sources of the statistical information (census, surveys, databases) and the method-
ology employed to assess the data;

Propose the design of an LMIS that will be able to e�ectively match labour supply and demand 
through assessing the needs of employers and the existing  capacities of the local labour market so 
as to provide an e�cient information management system utilising intermediaries such as public 
employment services

Ensure the LMIS can ascertain the need for foreign nationals in various sectors, primarily construc-
tion, agriculture, �sheries, tourism.

External assistance to be provided in the form of an expert with experience in designing LMIS.

Re-assess the quota guidelines and the formulae employed, and propose a more responsive 
labour migration policy that meets the needs of the local labour market more e�ectively through 
the following policy options:

Assist the DoIE and the MHRYS to establish a multi-ministerial committee, possibly comprising the 
Ministry of Economic Development (MoE), MHRYS, Ministry of Planning, Ministry of Tourism, and 
the DoIE to review the quota guidelines;
Revamp the quota formula which needs to be variable and re�ective of the current labour market 
needs of the country;

Consider the abolition of the quota formula in favour of an independent committee that comprises 
businesses and assesses the need for foreign labour, possibly through the inclusion of a technical 
committee to include the Maldivian Associations of Tourism (MATI), Construction (MACI) and 
Employment Agencies (MAEA);
Review the labour market or resident worker test and the procedures applied to determine its 
e�cacy and suggest more e�ective implementation of the test.

External assistance to be provided in the form of technical advice by an expert with experience 
in other countries hosting expatriate workers.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
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Recruitment regulation

The activities of employment agencies, recruiters and employers have been called into question 
following documented instances of tra�cking and exploitation in extreme cases, false promises of 
employment and work conditions. Recruitment agents are required to be registered with the 
Ministry of Economic Development (MoE) and are licensed by the MHRYS Labour Relations Author-
ity (LRA). The regulation of employment agencies is governed by regulations and MHRYS operates 
a blacklisting system but recruiters get around it easily by re-naming their agencies and 
re-registering with the MoE.

Develop standard operating procedures (SOPs) to strengthen the monitoring of recruitment 
agents, and implement a programme of training and capacity building of the LRA on the new SOPs to

Ensure tighter enforcement of registration requirements on employment agencies, monitoring of 
recruitment agents and enforcement of existing regulations

Ensure more e�ective screening of employers who are applying for quotas, possibly through the 
conduct of joint inspections by DoIE and LRA inspectors

Review existing regulations and suggest the development of criteria to enable more e�ective 
blacklisting of employers and minimising discretion to eliminate corruption.

Work together with the Maldives Association of Employment Agencies to promote a voluntary 
code of ethics.

 External assistance to be provided in the form of technical advice from the appropriate expert.

17.

18.

19.

Recommendations by Maldivian participants at the workshop on
“The Integrated Approach to Combating Tra�cking in Persons”,

Aarah Island, 17-18 October 2011

Policy
Development of national migration policy supporting safe migration and addressing irregular 
migration
Review of employment policies to identify gaps and loopholes that enable fraudulent recruit-
ment practices
Review of visa regime with particular regard to migrant-sending countries
Addressing social norms that may be conducive to tra�cking

Legislation
Rati�cation of the UN Convention on Transnational Organized Crime and its Protocol on 
Tra�cking in Persons and other relevant international instruments
Implementation of existing legislation
Development of national legislation on human tra�cking
Review of current legislation (including the Company Act)

Protection of Victims
Development of witness protection procedures
Establishment of safe houses and access to health care and psychological counseling,
possibly in cooperation with the National Red Crescent Society
Establishment of helpline to report cases of human tra�cking
Addressing fraudulent recruitment practices including strengthening monitoring of 
recruitment/employment agencies
Conducting risk assessment of vulnerable communities (for example on islands in which 
there are plans to open hotels.)

Awareness Raising
Providing information to migrants on arrival
Establishment of helpline to provide information to foreign nationals
Raising awareness at grassroots level and via national media
Advocacy toward parliamentarians and other leaders of society

International Organization for Migration (IOM)
Organisation internationale pout les migrations (OIM)
organización  International para las Migraciones (OIM)
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National Structures

Establishment of an inter-ministerial steering committee and nomination of a national antihuman 
tra�cking coordinator (probably to include less traditional departments such as Ministry of 
Economic Development and Maldives Inland Revenue Agency)

Establishment of an inter-ministerial working group/task force, possibly to include IOM (i.e. for 
advisory and secretariat functions)

Development of a national referral system (i.e. standard operating procedures and coordination 
mechanism) to handle human tra�cking cases

Development of standardized victim identi�cation procedures

Establishment of case management/information management system to enable better communi-
cation and information sharing between ministries and departments and compilation of statistics

Establishment of investigation unit dedicated to human tra�cking

Introduction of bio-metrics to improve identi�cation of foreign nationals

Capacity building of government o�cials at senior and working levels

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
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